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LADIES’:
Fine N.Y. Boots in nil the

Styles,

Leading

WANTED.
Your Difficult Feet to be Properly
Fitted at 421 CONGRESS ST.,

Sign of Gold Boot.

SPECIAL SALE.
Ladies’ English Walking Boots.
“
Pebble Goat Button Boots.
“
“
Dongola Foxed
“
“
Straight Goat
These goods are from the factories
of A.Garside & Son and James
Boyd & Sons, New York City.

OUR WINTER BOOTS
must be sold on or before IIarcli 1
in order to reduce stock.

If you liave only $2.00 to invest
call at Sigu of Gold Boot,
421 Congress St.

Fire in North Edgcomb.
[Special to the Press.)
Wiscasset, Jan. 28.—Last evening the
store and cook house in connection with
Merrill’s ice privilege at North Edgcomb

destroyed by Are. A great many stores,
clothing belonging to the workmen,
were in the building at the time.
It is bewas

and

lieved that an overheated stove was the
cause of the Are.
It had been left but a
short time when Aames were seen issuing
from the roof, and before it could be checked
the building was wrapped in Aames, The
building and contents is a serious loss.

Burglars in Thorndike.
Bangor, Jan. 28.—Burglars blew open
two safes in Thorndike last night. One, belonging to the American Express, contained
nothing of value, but from the other, belonging to 0. J. Farwell, $50 were taken.
The Maine Central depot was also entered
by burglars and a small sum of money taken.
KILLED

BY

BURSTING

A

CRIND-

STONE.

STYLISH, SOLID, DURABLE.
Our $2.00 Kid and Goat Button
Boots are

unequaled.

CENTS’
Congress and Balmorals $2.00 per
pair. Solid and serviceable.
Call and examine.
These goods
will please you.

Sad Accident in

Oakland Scythe

an

Shop.
Wateiiville, Jan. 28—Stephen It. Green,
employed in the Dunn Edge Tool Company’s
scythe shop at Oakland, was killed this
morning by the bursting of a grindstone.
RAIN

AND

out

Boston's

the

Street

Country.
Crossings Covered

Sign
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to

York

of Gold Boot.
TELEPHONE 503.
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EPPS'S COCOA.
BRIEAUFAIIT.

■'By a tiiorough knowledge of the natural laws
Which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the flue
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which mav save us mauy heavy
doctors’ bills, ft is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tento disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies
dency
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point.
We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
VtvU Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus.
JANIE*

A

KPPS

Ilomtcopnthic Chsuii.la,

CO.,
L.udou. Eng.

STu&wly

mar"

Timber

Saco, Jan.

28.—A cold rain storm lias been
in progress here the past thirty hours. Tonight trees and boughs are falling all over
the city. The damage to timber and orchards throughout York county is estimated at

thousands bf dollars. The telegraph and
telephone wires are prostrated,
Boston, Jan. 28.—Today’s rain and general thaw is directly due to a storm whose
area covers the entire country from the
Roaky mountains to the Atlantic mid from®
the Gulf to the wilds of Hudson bay, and is,

consequently, one

of the most

widespread

atmospherical disturbances reported during
the past year. Tb show how widespread is
its influence, out of fifty-two signal stations

reported this morning east of the Rocky
Mountains
(Col.),
only three—Denver,
Shreveport (La.) and Deadwood (Dak.)—report clear weather, rains and snow are reported in all the oihers. This is something
remarkable.
In consequence of the storm there has
been a general rise in the temperature everywhere except iu the extreme Rocky Mountain regions and northwest territory, where
the temperature ill the rear of the storm is

today.

At many of the street
,lonn

United States Troops

Fired

Capt. Crawford Fatally Wounded and
Others Injured.

Unpro-

voked and Bloody Affair.
Man Francisco, Jan. 28.—A
rpppivAfl

nt

telegram

was
flip Prpciflin ln«f nfoiit frnm Fnrf

Bowie, Arizona, signed by Gen. Crook, giving the contents of a despatch received by
the latter from Lieut. Maus, dated Nacori,
Chihuahua, Mexico, Jan. 12. It states that
the troops under command of Capt. Crawford, Jan. 11, surrounded and attacked an
Indian camp five miles southeast of Nacori.
A
A two hours’ running fight occurred.
number of Indians were wounded, but all
escaped. The hostiles sent word that they
wished to hold a conference.
Widie the troops were in camp awaiting
the time fixed for the conference, they were
attacked by 145 Mexican soldiers. Efforts
were made to apprise the Mexicans that the
troops were Americans and friends. Capt
Crawford and Lieut. Maus were advancing
to talk with them when they fired a volley.
Capt. Crawford was shot in the head, and
Mr. Horn, the interpreter, was slightly
wounded in the arm.
The Mexican fire was
partly returned by the scouts of Capt. Crawford’s command, but it was only sufficient to
keep the Mexicans at a distance. The firing
lasted half an hour, when Lieut. Maus succeeded in having a talk with the officer in
charge of the Mexicans, tlieir captain havHe was told that the
ing been killed.
Americans were taken for hostiles, owing to
the darkness.

Capt.Crawford

was

principal streets, they were frightful examples of what snow and rain, aided and abetted by a “limited appropriation,” can do.

The fall of rain has been something remarkable, amounting to 1.10 inches between
the hours of 12 o’clock last night and 11 o’clock
this morning. The large fifteen foot storm
signal flag became so weighed with frozen
sleet in the night that It flapped itself into
two pieces, the larger falling on the top of
the neighboring buildings and the remaining
piece, about a foot square, was all that was
left to warn the storm-tossed mariners. The
smaller storm flag was hoisted.
Newburyport, Jan. 28.—The storm of
hail anp sleet of the past twalve hours has
loaded down the trees with ice, and all over
tlie city the streets are strewn with branches
and limbs, making travel well-nigh impossible. State street, between Harris and Temple, has been closed, as it was feared that the
massive elm, which dates back to the middle
of the
last
century’, would .fall.
A good portion of it has already toppled into
the street.
Telephone and telegraph wires
The telephone
are down in every direction.
exchange is rendered practically useless. The
fire alarm, of its own accord, sounded several times this morning, and several minor accidents front slipping on icy pavements are

reported.

Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 28.—An ice gorge
began forming yesterday in the Susquehanna

above the Pennsylvania Railroad Company’s
new and costly bridge.
Seeing that the
bridge obstructed the passage of the ice, and
was
that a flood
imminent, the company ordered its demolition and put a large force of
Th is action is
men at work tearing it down.
loudly praised by the citizens.

THE TELEPHONE.
of the Pan Electric

Telephone

Company.
Millions of Stock Civen for

“Moral”

Influence.

Jan. 28.—The World this

morning devotes nearly four columns to a
Washington special giving the true history,
as it alleges, of the Pan Electric Telephone
rnmnonv

If

phnrn’ps that

millions of sforlr

have been given to Congressmen and politicians for “moral” iniiuence or “services.”

It particularly deals with Attorney-General
Garland’s interest in the company and the
manner in which he came into possession of
his stock. The expose closes as follows:
“The list of the names of the leading stockholders and officers in this company reads

almost like a page from the government blue
book: A. II. Garland. Attorney General;
Joseph E. Johnston, railroad commissioner;
J. I). C. Atkins,
commissioner;
Indian
Isham G. Harris, United States Senator
from Tennessee; George G. Vest, United
States Senator from Missouri; Zebulon G.
Vance, United States Senator from North
Carolina; Robert Klotz, ex-Member of Congress from Pennsylvania; Eli J. Henkle, exMember of Congress from Maryland; Casey
Young, ex-Member of Congress from Tennessee; Mr. Upsham, chief clerk of the Indian bureau; Frank Armstrong, Indian inspector; John C. Brown, ex-Govemor of

Tennessee.

_

OHIO LEGISLATURE.
Columbus, O., Jan. 28.—The conference

committee on the part of the Republican
and Democratic Senates met at 10.30 a. m. to
continue their work. A mutual understanding was arrived at, and the joint Senate adjourned at 10 a. m. to give the committee
further time. All is quiet today, and the
spirit of compromise is uppermost.

Constantinople, Jan. 28.—The Turkish
minister of marines has issued an urgent or-

der for the concentration of the entire fleet
at Candla in Crete.
Here it is understood
that the fleet will be divided. The iron clads
Mesondize and Hamidish, now cruising in
search of the Greek fleet, with the frigates
Osmanieh, Avni Illali and the Muin-i-Zaffer
will co-operate with the English fleet before
Athens.
The remainder of the fleet, consisting of
twelve second and third-class steel cruisers
and turret ironclads, will patrol Crete and
engage the Greek vessels if they venture
within a gunshot of the coast. As Crete is
most likely the objective point of the Greek
fleet, Admiral Hobart Pasha will take personal charge, the four first mentioned vessels
being under the immediate charge of the

admiral.
English
The Russian embassador has informed the
Sultan that if the Russian fleet in the Black
sea is permitted to pass the Dardanelles for
this occasion the Czar will be glad to have
them co-operate with the English, German

and Italian vessels in the naval demonstration on the Greek coast. This will scarcely
be permitted, however, as it is considered a
dangerous precedent.
Athens, Jan. 28.—The Porte threatens
the immediate invasion of Thessaly. It is
rumored that the British fleet has arrived at
Crete. The fall of the Salisbury government
in England has raised the hopes of the Greek

people.
A Constantinople despatch

says: 30,000
Martini rifles from America have been forwarded to the front.
_
The Greek government recently bought the
steamer Hammonia for conversion Into a
man- of-war.
Germany objected to the pur-

chase,

which was consequently annulled.
An order from the Greek government for
1200 horses has been received in Trieste.
A rumor has reached here that a conflict
has taken place between a body of Grecian
and Turkish troops near Glassova on the
Epirus frontier. It causes the greatest excitement. for it is said the Greeks have been
Earl Carnarvon Cheered in Dublin.

DtJBLix, Jan. 28.—Earl Carnarvon and his
wife left for London today.
Large crowds
of people congregated in the streets to witness the departure of
the
vice
regal
both
at
here and
Kingstown.
party
Earl
and
Lady Carnarvon were enall
cheered
along the
thusiastically
route.
The enthusiasm displayed was
and seldom has a retiring Lord
lieutenant been accorded such hearty demonstrations of the people’s good-will.
English

Cabinet

Question.
Evening News

London, Jan. 28.—The
says it lias authority for stating that Lord
Salisbury has advised the Queen to summon
Lord Hartington to form a Cabinet.
The Queen has summoned the Marquis of

Salisbury

to confer with her at Osborne.
He will dine with Her Majesty this evening
and be her guest until tomorrow, when he
will return to London.

UnInnisboffin
equalled by Any Other Part of
Distress

The

The Provost Marshal’s Action at the
Execution of Dacoits.
Jan. 28.—The provost marshal at
Mandalay has had lately to superintend the
execution of numbers of Burmese Dacoits.
Not content with having them shot down in

London,

business fashion, the provost marshal, who has a morbid taste for amateur
photography, has on several occasions added
unspeakable torture to his victim’s death

ordinary

pangs by delaying the interval between orders to “present” and “fire” long enough to
allow him to take two or three negatives
with the camera he carries about with him.
He pleads scientific interest as an excuse for
mo
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scientific to show in self-defence, for, being
a poor hand at photography, his attempts to
fix the horror and anguish of violent death
The
on his negatives has been abortive.
provost marshal's methods were so leisurely
that the absence of results is surprising.
Having had the prisoners drawn up in line
against a wall, he would station the tiring
platoon before them and get the camera into
position and calmly prepare his plates. The
officer commanding the soldiers was instructed not to give the fatal signal till the plate
Tints the most interesting
was exposed.
negatives were obtained at the very moment
of the prisoner’s death agony. On one occasion he varied his scientific sports by extorting incriminating evidence against the Burmese minister from a native named YVooguet
Five
by threatening him with execution.
Dacoits have been shot ih Wooguet’s presHe
himself
was
then
ence.
placed against
the wall. The platoon was ordered to level
its guns at him, and he was thus cowed into
making the desired statements after the fashion which prevailed in the tower of London
in the Kith century.
The British commissioner declined to act on such evidence. The
provost marshal’s brutality so exasperated
the English and native spectators that it was
only the presence of troops which prevented
In deference to
the attempt to lynch him.
the indignant protests a rigid inquiry has
been ordered, and this modern inquisitor
will take no more negatives. The new government will undoubtedly rigidly inquire into ttiese facts. It is no wmnder the Times
correspondent was ordered away from camp.
THE SICNAL

Alleged

Extensive

SERVICE.

Misappropriation

of the Public Funds.
New Yoke, Jan. 28.—A Washington
special to the YY’orld says: The Second
Comptroller ef the Treasury, I. H. Maynard,
lias just prepared a very" elaborate report

review ing the accounts of the Signal Service.
A special expert employed in the office has
given nearly six months’ time to examining
the accounts of this brancli of the YYrar Department. He has gone over the records
since 1880 and has examined accounts aggregating over $30,000,000. The investigation
has showm a greater series of violations of
law and misapplication of appropriations
than have ever been discovered in the history of any one government bureau. Gen.
Hazen is charged with having approved of
the most flagrant violations of existing
statutes. There are twenty counts in the
indictment which Mr. Maynard has found
against the management of the Signal Service Bureau.
IN

THE RINKS.

BIJOU SKATING PARLOII.

FAMINE IN IRELAND.

in

the West Coast-

Tonight will occur the game between the
Concords and Bijous, the former club having challenged the latter, not being satisfied
with their defeat of last Tuesday. Special
attention is called to the advertisement of
me wonaeriui noise

uony.

VOTES.

Appeal

wounded.

New Yoke,

Devonshire

mortally wounded, Mr.

Horn and two Indians slightly wounded.
The Mexican loss was four killed and five

Expose

nnv

street was not much
more happily situated, and as for Federal,
Congress, State and several other of the

“Creasers.”

Darkness the Excuse for the

water
crossings the nlinnnn

irithnnt

of finding an outlet, without it were the adjacent cellars, Washington street, beiween
the Boston & Maine depot and Dover street,
was In a terrible condition, likewise Tremont
street.

Upon by

Lord Salisbury Wants Lord Hartlngton to Form a Cabinet

PHOTOCRAPHIC BRUTALITY.

The effect of the rain upon the mass of
accumulated snow lying in the streets of
Boston can only be appreciated by those
whom necessity lias compelled to be abroad

MEXICAN OUTRACE.

and

County.

falling.

jan7__eodtf

Grecian

Received by the Cable News
Agent in New York.

New York, Jan. 28.—Father M. Colleran,
who is administrator of Innisboffin island,
on the west coast of Ireland, has sent Manager Schoonmaker of the Cable News Coinnancr in tliia nit.ir fnrthpr rmthptic facts of tllO
very great suffering and destitution among
the poor fishermen there. He said that the
distress in Innisboflin is unequalled bv that
There
of any other part of the west coast.
are 250 families on the island, and that of
this number not more than 30 will be able to
get along unaided.
“If I could only get them a supply of even
the worst food,” lie writes, “and some Indian
meal and seed potatoes for the spring, in
order that they may have the chance of a
good harvest next year, this is all I would
ask. You are the first to lend us a helping
hand, and we hope that you will continue
and tide us over the coming trying months.”

WESTERN BLIZZARD.
Nine

Persons

Reported

Frozen

to

Death in the Choctaw Nation.

l5,OOo:Head
on

of Cattle

Lying

Dead

the Prairie.

Foist Smith, Ark., Jan. 28.—News from
Sans Bois, Choctaw Nation, is that January
8th two families of rovers, consisting of nine
persons, were caught in the blizzard of that
date in a vast prairie about twenty miles
from Sans Bois, and all were frozen to death
in their wagons, and four horses were frozen
in harness. They were traveling in the direction of Muskogee. Nothing was found in
their effects to tell who they were.
Fokt Eli-iott, Tex., Jan. 28.—It is estimated that fully 15,000 head of cattle lie dead
radius of seventyon the prairie within a
The prairie dogs are
miles of this place.
nearly all dead. Several persons were badly frozen. The lowest recorded by the mercury was 10° below' zero.

Day of Prayer Observed
City Yesterday.

Tlie report of the Concord-Lewiston game
in Lewiston Wednesday evening, was incorrect. The Lewistons won the game, 3 to 1,
in nine minutes. Scannell played a fine goal,
and Caviss did some brilliant work for the
Lewistons. The Concords were outplayed
at every point.
Another Book by Mr. Blaine
Mr. Blaine is just now resting after the
completion of the second volume of his
“Twenty'Years of Congress.” Jfe has sent

the corrected proof sheets all back to the
publishers and expects that the book will be
ready for sale next week. A Washington
correspondent of the Boston Globe learns
that it is Mr. Blaine’s intention to take a
of a few weeks and then commence
work on another book dealing with an earlier
period in the history of the country than that
covered in the volumes he has just finished.

vacatjpn

He has grown interested in historical writing and in preparing the introductory chapters to his first volume, harvested many
points that seem worthy of more careful
study and explanation than any that has
been given them. He will take some of them
up, study the period in the midst of which

they occurred, elaborate and expand the
story in his easy literary style, and incorporate with it his opinions and suggestions until he hopes it can be made almost
equally interesting with his present book.
Bowdoin College.
The medical school begins February 4th.
Ur. Stephen H. Weeks delivers the opening
adfress. Subject—“Prosecution of Medical

Study."
Professor Kobiuson lectured before the
Bath high school last Friday evening.
Mr. E. C. Plummer is a frequent contributor of poetry to the Portland Transcript.
The following students have formed a college orchestra: Butler, Burpee, Torrey,
Bradford, White, Preston and Stacey.
Choate '87, Thomas ’88 and Preston '89 took
part in the play “Esmeralda,” given hero
Monday night for the benefit of the public

library.

in This

Services
Held in
Street Baptist Church.

Free

According

to our published programme,
the meeting for the above object opened at
the Free street Baptist church, at 10.30 a. m.

yesterday. The

rain and the

slippery

walk-

ing prevented the attendance of many who
would otherwise have been present, yet a
goodly number turned out, among whom
were most of the evangelical ministers of
A season of prayer and conferour city.

observed, interspersed with letters
colleges, giving a brief review
of the religious condition of the various inence was

from various

stitutions.

Rev. E. T. Adams of this city, presided.
After the preliminary exercises, Rev. Mr.
Daniels read a letter from the Christian Association of Bates College. It stated that
there were over forty Christian students
with the ministry in view, twenty-one of
them in the theological department. It spoke
in strong terms of the duty of Christian studiscountenance in every possible
way the barbarous practice of hazing, and to
strive to so elevate the moral standard of
dents to

student life that the graduates from our colleges may indeed become safe leaders of pub-

lic opinion.
The letter from President Hyde, of Bowdoin, spoke hopefully of the general religious feeling in the college.
Tlie letter from Williams College referred
to the present as being a critical period in
the religious history of the college; calling
for earnest prayer on the part of its Christian friends.
President

writes that at Colby a
little more than one-half of the students are
The
members of evangelical churches.
meetings for prayer have been encouragingly
sustained, and the future seems hopeful in
its

Pepper

religious aspect.

mi-

1

£_

4
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President Seely expressed great interest in
In the history of Amthe day of prayer.
herst College, it has been true that during
their college course a majority of the students have been converted, and the percentage of pious students is the highest of any

college.
I)r. Bashford read the letter from
President Bartlett of Dartmouth. He speaks
hopefully of the religious condition of the
college, and of the growth of the moral tone
of the successive classes.
The letter from the Bucksport Conference
Seminary gave an encouraging view of the
state of religion in the seminary.
Rev. Mr. Dunn read a letter from President
Robinson of Brown University, stating that
120 out of the 240 students are professors of
religion; 27 have the ministry in view; and
10 of the 52 Seniors are Christians.
President Hamlin, of Middlebury College,
writes that the per cent of students who are
Rev.

Christians is less than in former years, but
the college was once most prompt to furnish
missionaries for the foreign field.
Rev. C. J. Clark read a letter from Wesleyan University. From 00 to 70 per ;cent of
the students are Christians; and the outlook
is

hopeful.

President Barbour of Yale college gave a
very interesting sketch of the religious interest and work in that institution. Over a
thousand young men are connected with the
various departments, and the religious work
among them is both persistent and successful. The completion of the new hall, recent-

ly erected has given greatly increased facilities for religious work in the whole college.
C.Prof. Huntington of Boston University in
his letter, gave a favorable report of the
state of religion among the students of that
institution.
Hanson

Hart, Esq. spoke

oi v IIIINUUU

of the

influence

parents.

Rev. l)r. Basliford spoke of the encouraging fact that while of our whole population
only one-fifth were Christians, in our schools
more than one-half of the students were
church members.
Rev. Dr. Burrage thought that among the
young men of our land the proportion of onefifth would not be found to be church mem-

bers.

institutions. The Christian element is altogether the most important power in our educational institutions.
The subjects were then thrown open for
discussion. Rev. Mr. Daniels spoke of the
need of the officers of our Institutions coming in closer contact with the churches, and
also the duty of individual Christians encouraging young men to enter the ministry.
Rev. Mr. Lowden, Professor Noyes, Rev.
Mfc Marsh and Dr. Bashford spoke of the

with prayer and the

benediction.
AFTEBNOOX.

Rev. Air. Ilalloek presided over the afternoon session and opened the meeting with
reading the scriptures and prayer.
Prof. Ilayes appeared as substitute for
Prof. Howe of Bates college, and read a
paper on the relation of the churches to our
institutions of learning. This relation was
Our churches
a very close one.
to be furnished with leaders from these
institutions. Because the churches once fell
under the lead of the State and the secular
power, it gave rise to prejudice against
them; and again the supposed antagonism of
science and the Bible created a feeling unfriendly to schools. Some would make the
schools subserve temporal and economic interests alone; but the church is to see these
institutions minister to eternal interest, as
well. The church cannot prevent the existence of schools, and would not, but she is to
see that they become the nurseries of the
highest intellectual attainments in tlie interest of religion. Who can imagine the disastious consequence of divorcing our schools
entirely from the influences of the churches?
Socialism, nihilism, rank infidelity, would
overwhelm our free institutions. The country needs Christian schools to lead, govern
and instruct; not to repress, but to stimulate
inquiry. Institutions of learning must be
permeated by a Christ-like influence if they
would accomplish their proper work. The
church owes to these institutions of learning
the power and influence of a cultivated ana
It also owes to
an earnest Christian pulpit.
them the influence of a Christian home life.
On the other hand, our schools owe to the
the consecrated
churches
all
power
of
the
and
influence
highest culand
intellectual
Inture
training.
deed, the church itself should be the best
institution in our land.
It
educational
should have its primary and normal schools;
and especially it must thoroughly educate,
intellectually, morally, and religiously, its
pastoral leaders. So this reciprocal influence of church and school must be sought
for. in order that, tlie relieion of Christ mav
triumph over every evil influence that now
tends to corrupt the world and make men
miserable. All the religious influences and
systems instituted of God for his people in
former ages, were in fact educational systems, for the benefit of the church and its
ministry. The church must seek for the increase of the members of the ministry and
for the thorough education of those ministers. The Scotch divine pithily described
the qualifications needed by ministers, viz:
grace, learning and common sense. For such
a ministry we need thoroughly furnished
and consecrated schools of learning.
Prof. Hopes of Bangor
After singing,
Theological Seminary spoke of the need of
The speaker
young men for the ministry.
stated that some 350 young men in the Con-

originally
are

gregational denomination were preparing
for the ministry. This is a hopeful sign, and

How are
room and earnest call.
to supply this demand for ministers'?
How does the call to the ministry come to
the young man'? Not by an audible voice;
but by the leadings of Providence and the
influence of personal convictions. How
shall the church co-operate with God in this
call? The duty divides itself among the
officers, families and individuals of the
churches. In the city a less number of
young men enter the ministry than in the
country. It results from the surrounding
circumstances of city and country life.
Ought not the city pastors to give more attion to this subject, and to refer more frequently to the duty of young men to enter
tbe ministry? They should seek out suitable young men for this work and urge them
to it. Deacons also should encourage such
young men, and suggest this duty to them.
yet there is
we

The church, in its corporate capacity, should
aid in this work; but especially the family
is the recruiting ground for the supply of
ministers. Individuals can do much to aid
in this work. They can exercise very great
influence in bringing young men to engage
in this glorious work of the gospel ministry.
President Smith of the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary, spoke of the need and value of reHe
vivals in our institutions of learning.
said that the student, as he is finishing his
education in school-life, has the best possible
life.
opportunity to enter upon the Christian
It is a critical time in their life; and it is esthe
under
them
to
bring
pecially important
influence of religious truth. Mind and heart
are astir, and therefore it is
important to

bind them to an intelligent faith in God.
This faith will lead young men and women
safely through the doubts and conflicts of
mental struggles and will also give them a
better understanding of many branches of
study. They can better see tbe relations of
The supply
different truths to each other.
of ministers depends upon the revivals in the

encouraging young

to engage in
this work. The latter suggested the need of
caution in placing the trials of the ministry
before the young. Ministers should feel and
speak of the glorious privileges of the ministrv. He thought changes should be made in
the courses of study in the schools, and these
courses should be put upon a more thorough

duty

of

men

Christian basis.
Rev. Dr Small referred to the object of observing this duty, and hoped we would re-

member to pray earnestly that God would
call in his own way many to enter upon the
work of the ministry. Several ministers followed in prayer, and the services closed with
singing the hymn, “Blest be the tie,” and the
benediction by Dr. Bashford.
EVENING.

y

Rev. Mr. Dunn opened the session with
reading from the Scriptures, and Rev. Mr.
Bayley offered prayer.
Mr. Dunn then introduced President Hyde
of Bowdoin College, who commenced his ad-

dress by expressing his satisfaction at meeting an audience tliat the weather could not
terrify. He wished also to include in the
number to whom he should speak the young

people

out of our colleges and schools as
well as those attending these institutions;
for from these outside ones must be drawn
the numbers that fill our educational institutions. Important as are the interests of the
one class, the interests of the whole are yet
more important and vital to our national
welfare. There are five great spheres of
and women out of college
must work in. The first is the family. The
young are under obligation to fit themselves

duty

that men

pure family life. There are manysubtle foes to this life. One is the financial
question. It is hard for the young couple to
for

a

begin where their fathers and mothers began. But young people should, at any cost,
be ready to enter upon this relationship.
Have a real home—your own home, a true
home, no matter how humble. Do not rewuu wuvi

gaiu uiaiiiugc

the feeling that you

patient, gentle

and

nection with it.

are

to

iuuv

be

*v

mm

forbearing,

Christian in your

con-

the responsibility of business rests
Once a man could
upon our young men.
carry on his business separate from others,
but now every busihess man is connected
with others inevitably. If one is dishonest
in Portland, he may injure some one in a far
distant city. The world needs honest and
faithful workmen and business men. To be
this, one needs the elevating and sustaining
influence of the religion of Christ. The
third obligation is to society. We are not to
regard ourselves as the end and all others as
the means to our advancement; but we are
to lend a helping hand to every weak and
suffering one; to be kind, unselfish,
such
as
be
this,
helpful; and to
have in their
hearts
young men must
the principles of the religion of Christ.
The fourth obligation resting upon the
young is to the State. Our institutions are
not threatened from without; but their
greatest peril comes from internal corruption. Young men are looked to as the correctors of au these corrupting influences.
The young men arc to make our politics
pure, and to remove these ulcers from our
free institutions.
To be persistent and
faithful workers in the field our young men
must be permeated by the gospel.
The fifth obligation resting upon the young
This transcends every
is to the church.
other obligation, and to the assuming of this
noble
motive and high inob.igation every
centive should be brought to bear upon
them. The divine power of Ciiristian faith
alone can transform human hearts so as to fit
our young men and women to establish pure
homes, to be courteous and helpful in their
-social relations, to be upright in all their
business relations, to be faithful as citizens,
and true to their obligations to God -and the
church.
Prof. J. B. Foster of Colby University
spoke to Christian parents. The speaker remarked that this subject appropriately came
at tlie close of the exercises, since upon the
parent conies the final responsibility for the
training of the young. What then is the
duty of Ciiristian parents in regard to their
children. First, they should inculcate the
duty of implicit obedience. The idea that
children should not be made to obey until
they can see the reason of the command is
pernicious, and subversive of all true obedience. Children should be taught reverence
toward God, and respect for age and auTil# lack of these is a nathority.
tional trait
and
should
be
corrected
influence, by
by home training and
and
especially by example.
precept
The parent stands to the child as the supreme
■director and his word is to the childs supreme law, and obedience to his commands

Again,
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schools, and the spiritual condition of the
churches also depends upon revivals in these
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will not break tire spirit or destroy the selfreliance of the child to exact this obedience;
for who were even more self reliant than the
Puritans and Pilgrim Fathers, who, in childhood, had been trained to habits of implicit
obedience?. The Christian parent should also inculcate a devout and habitual recognition of God and his goodness in daily life,
and a reverence of his word and the institutions of religion. In our dread of cant we
go too f ir in the avoidance .of this constant
recognition of God and his authority in daily life. The parent can do much to prepare
the way for Sunday school instruction. Especially should the parent pray for his child
when lie sends him from home to school or
college and for liis teachers as well.
■.This paper closed the regular exercises of
the session, and Rev. Mr. Dunn, pastor of
the church where the meetings were held,
took occasion to express his gratitude to the
friends from abroad who had presented so
interesting and valuable papers. Rev. Dr.
Small also referred to the disappointment of
the many who by the inclemency of the
weather had been prevented from attending.
Rev. Mr. Daniels offered the closing prayer,
and with the benediction the meeting was
dismissed, after a day of great profit and interest to those who had the privilege of lis-

Secretary Whitten’s Report
Western
A
was

The

Question Discussed Before
Foreign Affairs Committee.

the

[Boston Journal.]

H. Trescott, formerly connected with
the State Department, led off with a masterly analysis of the correspondence between
Minister West and Mr. Bayard, laying especial emphasis on the fact that he was not
W.

dispute the president s constitutional right to appoint a commission, and thereafter submit the treaty negotiated by that
commission to the approval of Congress, but
there to

claiming that the correspondence between
Secretary Bayard and Minister AVest, if accepted by Congress, committed this country
to principles which it was not the wish of
the people should he established.
Judge Charles Levi Woodbury followed
with a lucid argument, which was not completed when the committee found it necessary to adjourn in order to attend the meeting
of the House, but the impression lie made

marked that it was unanimously
agreed to continue the discussion to Thursearlier in
day next, and to meet half an hour
order to give Judge Woodbury time to commost
strikOne
of
the
his
statement.
plete
ing points made by Judge Woodbury was
the exhibition cf statistics showing the value
of the in-shore fisheries to the United States
in return for which we paid so much, both
directly and indirectly. He brought from
Provincetown, Mass., the accounts of four
fishing schooners, one of which may be taken as an example:
The cost of the schooner
was about $12,000; the net loss to the captain
season’s
and mate on the
fishing was about
$1200; the returns to the owners were $375.
as against the interest on an expenditure of
$12,000, and an annual charge of about $1000
more.
It was for this privilege, he said,that
the United States had paid, by the Halifax
award, $5,500,000, and it was this treaty
which it was now proposed to continue. He
asserted that the only hope which had kept
the American flag afloat on New England
fishing vessels was that the Washington
treaty would be abrogated
Wasiuxoioh. Jan. 23,
The fishery hearing before the House foraffairs
committee
was
concluded
eign
this morning. Judge Woodbury finished his
interesting argument, and was tollowed by
Mr. Babson, who, by maps and diagrams, illustrated some of the hazards which American fishermen have to encounter, and the
habits of fish.
Mr. Gifford made a statement which gave a financial exhibit of the
fishery business.
so

Boston Vacuum

Dredging Company.
The Boston Vacuum Dredging Company
has been organized with the following officers:

Presideut-Simeou Snow.
Treasurer—Shepard D. Gilbert.
Directors Simeon Snow, S. I). Gilbert.
rence B. Gray, Harry Dutton.
Capital, $300,000; paid in $400.

His

Law-

Court House Account.

held at their rooms on Commercial street

yesterday afternoon, a good many of the
members being present. The meeting was
called to order by President Trefethen, who
stated the object of the meeting to be to
listen to the report of the Secretary in regard to his recent trip to the lake cities.

Secretary Whitten then gave an account
of his trip, the facts of which have already
been published in the Press. lie said that
he went to Boston at the request of the
chairman of the executive committee without knowing the object of the request, Mr.
Whitten undertook the mission with reluctance but found the people of the cities on
the lakes in sympathy with the movement
which he represented.
At Buffalo, where Mr. Whitten first went,
he met the Hon. J. D. Lockwood, who has
always ^heen a friend and supporter of
President Cleveland notwithstanding the
President’s recommendation in favor of an
international commission. Mr. Lockwood expressed himself in sympathy with the clause
of the fishing interests and himself drew up
and signed a petition against the proposed
commission. The papers of Buffalo without
exception favored the movement against the
commission and reciprocity.
At Cleveland, a strongly protective city,
Mr. Whitten and Mr. K. D. Pierce his companion received kindly attention from Mr.

Financial

The Full Statement of Its

Reports

Sprinkling street.
Stationery and Printing.
Telephone.
Repairs

mnun

was

Considerable

his own

large tug could have done the work

much quicker and cheaper. The people of Toledo who use nets in their fishing apparatus,
have a duty of 40 per cent on the material
which is obtained duty free by their Canadian competitors,
At Detroit and

Chicago the

Polls.

Baldwin.

415

556,460

Falmouth.

382
569
448
756

2,585,825
769,470

Freeport.
Gray
Gorham.

Harpswell.

to the lake cities
and Mr. Whitten thinks that this action in
visiting those Western points was the key to
tlie success of the whole movement, making
ifmuch stronger before Congress than it
would have been if confined to New England.
From Chicago Mr. Whitten went to Washington where he met Senator Frye and Congressman lteed, both of whom expressed
their faith in the success of the movement.
iui>

n milieu

iui.

picacutcu

nccu

vvitn

sub-committee of the committee on ways
and means. Prof. Baird is in favor of the
movement against early south fishing, and
also the fishing interests of Philadelphia,
Baltimore and New York.
This completed the trip which was made
expeditiously occupying but two weeks in

all.
Mr. C. A. Dyer was added to the committee
on finance.
On motion of Mr. A. M. Smith a vote of
thanks was extended to Mr. Whitten for his
efforts in behalf of the fishing interests West.
Mr. Smith expressed his surprise and gratification at the success attending the trip to
the lake cities.
Mr. Smith said that Hon.
T. B. Reed had recently in a letter to
him expressed his opinion that the international commission would not be appointed.
Mr. Whitten said that it was only in the
past few months Chat the magnitude of the
fisheries had been recognized in the West
and South.
President Trefetlien said that until recently people had imagined that England owned
all the fishing grounds and we could not fish

without her permission.
Mr. Whitten said that members of Congress
to whom maps were shown representing the
localities where fish are caught, were surprised to find that little or no fish is caught
within the three mile limit.
The point was raised by Capt. Joyce that
the right of the United States to catch cod in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence would be retained
by this country under the treaty of 1803 and
did not enter into this discussion. This cod

fishing

Oti s field.

Pownal.

8,529
Raymond. 284
498
Scarborough.
191
Sebago.
571
Standish.
854
IVestbrook.
702
Windham.
503
Yarmouth.
Portland.

What Enactments

Have Been Made

Baldwin......'....?
Bridgton.
Brunswick.

Gape Elizabeth..

Casco.
Cumberland.

Peering.

Falmouth.

Freeport.

Gray.

Gorham.

Harpswell.

Harrison.

Naples.

New Gloucester.
North Yarmouth
Otisfleld.
Pownal.

Portland.
Sebago.
Standish.
Westbrook.
Windham.

report.

it until 1828, when the troy pound, a copy of
the English standard, was declared by act of
Congress to be the standard for the United
States mint. In 1830 the Senate directed a
new comparison to be made of the weight
in the various custom
measure in use
houses. This work was intrusted to Prof.
Hassler (superintendent of the coast survey)
who found much discrepancy to exist. He
procured accurate copies of the British
standards, and upon his recommendation
these were adopted as standards by the
Treasury Department in 1832. To secure
uniformity throughout the country Congress, by joint resolution in 1836, directed
that complete sets of these standards be furnished in the different States. The standard
English gallon, of which ours is an exact
copy, is defined as containing 58,372.2 grains
of distilled water at its maximum density
weighed in air of the temperature of 62°
Fahrenheit and barometic pressure of 30
inches. Our method of testing a gallon or
any other capacity measure is oy weighing
with distilled water as indicated by the
above definition. The precise condition of
density, temperature, and atmospheric pressure are not always attainable, but existing
conditions are observed and the necessary
corrections applied to the results.
Bowdoin Alumni Reunion.

The annual reunion and dinner of the
Bowdoin alumni, to be held this evening at
the Falmouth Hotel, will prove as usual a
highly interesting event. Philip H. Brown,
Esq., president of the association, will preside. George F. Holmes, Esq., will give the
oration, and H. W. Ring will be toastmaster.
President W. DeWitt Hyde of Bowdoin will
be present and speak for the college. As
dinner begins promptly at 7 o’clock, members will assemble at the hotel as early as
6.45 p. m. to be present at the informal reception to be given to President Hyde.
School

Loses

Its

Lady

Pupil.
Three months ago Miss Alice Jordan, rein a small village in Illinois, applied
for admission to the Yalo Law School’ Her
examinations were highly creditable, and,
after some debate by the faculty, she \vas
formally entered as a pupil of the junior
class. The faculty decided, however, that
uo diploma could be granted to her, and, on
official notification to this effect. Miss Jordan
left the school Tuesday. She was the only
female pupil the Yale Law' School has ever

37.88

Telephone.

Coal.

662.27

Engineer.

720.00
5.50

Blanks.

Shoveling

snow.

Total
Tax.

181.02
639.52

3

Included in the amount of Jail account Is
the sum of 8534.46 as board of prisoners from
other counties, which sum, augmented by its
proportionate part of the expense incident to

182.44
643.32

$

1,562.72
1,090.17

1,556.94
1,084.14

446,29
567.84
331.83
811.14
289.78
186.18
140.72
475.35
216.06
151.98
176.02

3.66
2.02

ooo.io

HVJ.V

COUNTY

•*

•*

131.26

465.41

<•

107.19
363.11
890.62
479.17

"

ovo.it

bound
"

1885.

Amount.
Towns.
182.44
Baldwin.$
1.662.71
Brunswick.

$

muj

IVtUIVUlblU^

OUV

VVUUIJ

of females.
sentenced for 5 days.

17,698.24

TREASURER’S REPORT.

County Tax/or

.JViHVIH V/U

the expense of maintaining its jail (luring the year.
of
Number
prisoners eonflned in jail on the
30th day of November, A. D. 1884. 102
in
Number
jail November 30.1886. 114
committed during the year .1,236
of males.1,162

153.09
177.32

129.78

of our own

to tliat extent for

186.97
142.18

452.81

employment

will be paid to the county of Cumthe counties from which the men

by

477.58
217.37

17,653.77

4.45

prisoners,
berland

324.91
1.505.87
448.28
570.81
334.01
815.08
292.02

1,499.78

106.19
360.13
886.17
475.51

the confinement and

155.09

153.85
322.75

7.40

$14,844.05

_

1.42
3.80
6.78
6.03
1.24
2.16
6.09
1.99
2.97
2.18
3.94
2.24
1.79
1.46
2.23
1.31
1.11
1.80
44.47
1.48
2.60
1.00
2.98

400.00
10.60
108.75
200.00
500.00

Medicine.
Soap, whitewashing, etc.
Watchman

819.839
1,022,570

10
16
"
30
60
*•
90
6 months.
“1 year.
2 years.
to State Prison.
over to await action of grand

jury.
committed for safe keeping.
non-payment of lines
U

S. prisoners committed.
"
sentenced.
poor debtors committed.
York county prisoners committed..
Included in the above, as sentenced for the
various terms, there were committed for
drunkenness.
as against 312 for the previous year.
Jail Workrfihop Account.

Unpaid.

182.44

1,562.71

643.32

74
119
67
11
93
83

137
35
1
2

13
59
341
106

36
23
28
26

Bridgton.
Cape Elizabeth.

1,090.15

155.09
324.91

324.91

Peering.

1,505.86

1,505.86

570.71

570.71

Dr.

815.08

815.08
334.01

manufactured stock on
hand January, 1,1885. $2,541.01
Amount of unmanufactured stoek on
hand January 1, 1886.
895.81
Amount of salaries of superintendent
and overseer. 1,625.00
Amount of stock purchased during the
2,395.50
year.
Amount of bills receivable. 1,313.08
Amount of stationery and postage.
56.60

Casco.
Cumberland..

448.28

Falmouth.
Freeport.
Gorham.

334.01

Gray.
Harpswell.

142.18
Naples.
477.57
New Gloucester.
217.37
North Yarmouth.
153.09
Otisfleld.
Portland. 17,771.69

396.38
217.37

17,771.69

177.51
133.26
455.40
107.19
363.11
890.62
479.16
695.76

Pownal.

Raymond.
Scarborough.

Sebago.
Sfandish.
Westbrook.
Wiudham.

Yarmouth.

Amount of repairs.
Amount of water.
Amount of cartage.

107.19

1886. Said Drew and Whitney obligating
themselves to pay into the treasury of the
County of Cumberland the sum of $2,505, in
monthly installments, for the rent of said
premises, and to reimburse the county for
the expense of heating, making the necessary repairs upon said shop and machinery,
for the salary of an overseer and for such
other expense as the county might be subject to, in carrying out in good faith the stipulations entered into by the parties thereto.
During the past year, previous to October
31st, the time of leasing the shop to Drew
and Whitney, there has been 513 different
men employed therein,rendering to the county 15,445 1-2 single day’s labor, with a daily
average of 57, which resulted in the manufacture of the following articles, to wit:
4,115 pairs of heels, 8,610 sheets of heeling
and 325,035 pairs of inner soles.
All of which, together with the odd Sots
and remnants of manufactured stock, which
has accumulated during the time the shoo
has been running, has been disposed of, with
the result above indicated.
The sum given above, as expense upon
county bridges, includes the amount paid for
repairs, the salaries of draw-tenders at the
bridge at Martin’s Point and at Portland
bridge, the cost of lighting such of the
bridges as are lighted, together with whatever sum has been found necessary for snowing the one which is covered. The larger
part of this amount, however, has been expended upon Portland bridge, in planking
anew with southern pine the easterly side of
that portion of the bridge south of the draw.
In doing this it became necessary to replace
many of the old stringers, which were found
to be rotten, with new timbers.
It should be stated in this connection,
however, that $685.47 of tiie above sum came
over from last year’s oi>eration, as the bill
for which that charge was made could not
he obtained in season to be included in the
expense of that year.
At a court of County Commissioners, begun and held at Portland, within and for
the county of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of December, A. I)., 1884, to wit: on the
31st day of said month, an estimate of the
sums necessary to defray the expenses which
have accrued, or may probably accrue for
one year from said day; and also a like estimate for the succeeding year in said county.

$105,812.82
Expenditures.
cost of Sup. Judicial Court.® 3,311.25
15,001.87
Superior Court
Court,
Municipal
Portland.
0,147.07
Trial Justices’Court 1.003.92
110.00
Insolvency Court...
’•
Coroners’inquests.. 1,183.07
800.90
office.
Probate
527.00
Clerk of Courts’office
Register of Deeds’
350.50
office.
"
County Commission120.55
ers’office.
County Treasurer’s
50.85
office
Index to Register of
112.50
Deeds.
County jail. 14,841.70
Jail workshop.
3,833.88
’•
3,295.12
Bridges.
Court House.
3,699.88
Per diem
pay of
—.

2,225.54

Land

roads.

301.73

5,200.00
1,200.00
11,289.46

"
"

Greenleaf Law Library
Miscellaneous bills.

140.00
189.05

Total amount expended
*77,507.90
Balance In treasury Dec. 31,1885. 28,304.92

Detailed Cost of S. J. Court.
Officers’ bills.8 781.35
Jury bills. 1,791.04
458.08
Stenographer’s bills.

bills,

S. V.

87.00

193.78
*3,311.25

and Criminal Business in Suiterior
Cost of
Court.
Criminal.*11.607.00
Civil.
3,394.87
civil

$16,001.87
Detailed Cost of Suiterior Court.
Witnesses.$ 3,636.14
Officers in attendance, including transporting prisoners, messengers, meals
2,641.12
for jurors, etc.
Officers on criminal bills of costs
2,898.46
...

Referee

42.70
842.16

cases.

Grand jurors.
Traverse jurors
Stenographer’s bills.
Constable's bills, S. V.

3,308.94
1,588.35
144.00
$15,001.87

Municipal Court.
Cost of officers and witnesses.$8,485.52
Bills paid on account of office.
661.65
$9,147.07
Paid. Salaries of County Officers.
Clerk of Courts.$ 3,000.00
Clerk
of Courts.
1,200.00
Deputy
Judge of Probate. 1,000.00
Register of Probate (including clerk).. 1,325.00
Recorder Municipal Court, Portland
(including clerk). 1,000.00
Treasurer.
1,200.00
724.99
County Commissioners.
"

592.81
040.OG

..

nuuim.1 tu ivt itn m a.? iuiiu n 3,
oo
^ncjpoicu
to wit, for the year A. D., 1886:
Estimated Expenses.
Supreme Judicial Court.8 3,000.00
Superior Court. 13,000.00
Municipal Court. 0,000.00
Trial Justice courts.
000.00
Mittimus fees.
300.00
Salaries of county officers. 11,000.00
Coroners' inquests.
700.00
Probate Court.
500.00
iu

1

Insolvency charges.

clerk of Courts’ office.
Register of Deeds’ office.
County Commissioners’office.
Continuous index to Record of Deeds...

$53,635.27

Liabilities.

Unpaid bills allowed by County Commissioners....$ 3,804.58
Unpaid bills allowed by Sup. Court— 1.466.83
109-50
Unpaid bill- allowed forConStables.S.V
County bonds outstanding. 15.200.00
Interest

ou

912.00

dsbt.

$21,491.91

Excess of resources. 31,843.36
$53,335.27

100.00
HOO.OO
600.00
200.00
300.00

County jail. 10,000.00
Jail workshop.
8.000.00
County bridges.•. 4.000.00
Conrt house.
Suppression of liquor traffic.
Land damage.
County bomls due in 1880.
Interest on bonded debt.

4,000.00
3,000.00
1,000.00

5,000.00

000.00

882,200.00
Estimated Iteceipts J'or 1886.
Superior Court.815,000.00
Clerk of Courts. 1 >*00.00
Municipal Court. *>000.00

100.00
Trial Justice Courts.
WHO
Fines and costs at jail.
7,000.00
Jail workshop.
*00.00
Road cases.
To be raised by tax.0,000.00

$58, UK), 00

$11,289AG
Resources.
Balance in treasury, Dec. 31,1885....$28,304.92
Due from county tax of 1884.
561.38
Due from county tax of 1885. 24,678.97

918.10

On the 31st day of October, 1885, the County Commissioners leased to William B. Drew
and Albert X. Whitney, of Portland, the
jail work-shop, and authorized the employment of all such of the male prisoners as the
attending physician at the jail decided were
able to labor, who were then under sentence
to labor and all such as should be hereafter
senteneed to labor, between said 31st day of
October and the 31st day of October, A. I).,

_

Interest paid.
County officers.

821.19
195.65

ed value.

Receipts.

Bonds paid.

$7,305.65

ury.
Amount of bills receivable.
Amount of discount on bills collected
Amount of loss on stock, from apprais-

$24,678.97

Balance in Treasury Dec. 31,1884... $45,720.16
Received on account of County Tax of
24,729.01
1884
Received on account of County Tax
5,394.48
Of 1885.
Received on account Superior Court
fines and costs. 15,324.87
Received on account Clerk of Courts,
1,411.76
official fees.
on
account Municipal
Received
3,606.00
Court, Portland, fines and costs.
Received on account Trial Justice
790.00
Court.
Received on account fines ami costs
443.61
paid jailor.
Received on account anneals, blanks
ixo.w
sold, etc., in Municipal court.
Received on account admissions to
Cumberland Bar.,.
J■*9'S9
7,30o.0o
Received on account Jail workshop...
Received on account miscellaneous
222.28
sources.

damage account, location of

$9,240.59

Cr.
Amount of cash paid into county treas-

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF THE COUNTY
TREASURER FOR THE YEAR 1885.

liquor deputies....

78.55
200.00
135.14

890.62

$30,073.45

411

Amount of

292.02
184.96

case

prior to the Revolution. John Q. Adams, m
1821, made a report to the Senate on the advisability of adopting a uniform system of
weights and measures, but nothing came of

Jail Account.

Physician.
Dentistry.

1,527,880

Tax.

Court

Board of prisoners, including key fees. $10,516.77
524.41
Bedding and clothing.
369.98
Repairs
Gas.
400.00
Water.
200.00
171.05
etc.
Furniture, cooking utensils,

227,213

Law Term, S. J. C. in July.

of the troy pound, and that all our
standards have become so by usage only,
having been in use in the various colonies

Municipal

for the first six months in 1885, owing to the
fact that these biils are rendered semi-annually ; the bill for the||last six months in
1885 not being presented to the Commissioners for auditing until after the date of this

$112.30 $29,887.70 $30,000.00

Constable's

The acting superintendent of the coast and
geodetic survey, in answer to an inquiry
from the Secretary of the Treasury, states
that Congress has never made any enactment establishing standards of weights and
measures for the United States except in the

j siding

The several items in the

account, lor officers’ fees, witness’ fees,
dummy warrants and for posting ltbels, are
for the last six months in the year 1884 and

$105,812.82

WEICHTS AND MEASURES.

Law

$10.195.49

780,702
183,095
620,922

Estate

Poll
Tax.

discussion.

Yale

••

21,639 $51,530,510

formerly

of great importance to
us but now is of little value.
The meeting adjourned after some informal
was

280
427
352
214
249

New Glouscester.
North Yarmouth.

iuc

petition against early soutli fishing bearing
1300 signatures, and it has been referred to a

343

Harrison.

Naples.

Harrison.

Chicago.
This completed the trip

dealers of

Municipal Court Account.
Officers’fees. $5,556.98
(dummy warrants). 2,263.47
129.74
Witness’ fees ...
Posting libels.
061.30
etc.
Blanks, stationery,

979.038
572,122
1,398,524
499,621
315,826
242,618
819,575
3.2,510
262,027
303,486
3 0,437,541

1430

10.60

$3,578.15

312,101
1,102,613
2,684,374
1,869,199
265,259

Peering. 1,168

larmoutn.

remonstrance could be gotten up in Chicago against the strong petition forwarded
from them. The matter was left in charge
of Booth & Son, the largest wholesale fish

$

Cumberland.

vessels to compete in the coasting trade on
the United States shores of the lakes. A
few wholesale dealers in Chicago were at
first opposed to the movement but when the
situation was explained to them and the

no

273

Cape Elizabeth. 1,155
237
CasCO.

Raymond.
Scarborough.

emphasized that unless something was
speedily done, the fisheries would fall entireinto Canadian hands, they withdrew their
objections and Mr. Whitten thinks that now

campment...

Estates.

Bridgton. 730
Bmnswick. 1,109

25.50

snow.

Watchman (at time of G. A. R. En-

The amount authorized by the Legislature
for the county tax of the several towns in
the county, for the year 1885, was $30,000.00
which was duly apportioned in the month of
March as follows:

gentlemen
At these places
were favorably received.
they found much opposition to the provisions
of the Washington treaty allowing Canadian

facts

Shoveling

COUNTY TAX.

uiaeii in

oanuusay anu
feeling exists in
Toledo against the Canadians on account of
For instance under a
their unjust laws.
Canadian law, a Toledo man, who owned a
vessel which went ashore on the Canada
side was obliged to have her floated by the
small Canadian tugs at a cost of $3700, when
Toledo.

23.25
494.29
43.79
254.46

Fuel.
Cleaning.

The County Treasurer and County Commissioners have just finished making their
annual report for 1885, which has been clearly and neatly printed by Win. If. Marks. We
give the figures in full as follows:

Winship, formerly of this city. A
petition was numerously signed here, and
stimuli

and Com-

missioners.

Towns._

51.80
50.00
285.88

Ice

of the Treasurer

John 0.

had.

Heating.
$1,197.11
205.49
Gas.
600.00
Janitor.
200.00
Water.
136.40
Furniture.

Condition.

by Congress.

The discussion of the fisheries question be.
fore the foreign affairs committee of the
House on Tuesday, took a wide sweep. Mr.

was

of

Trip.

CENTS.

THREE

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

meeting of the Portland Fish Exchange

tening to the various speakers.
THE FISHERIES.

PRICE

The above estimate for county tax, with

the estimated receipts for the year 1886, and
the probable balance of funds left in the
treasury at the end of the present year, was
then deemed by the Commissioners sufficient
to meet all just bills which would probably
be presented against the County, and we are
in hopes noto that it may prove sufficient;
though the increased expense in, and di-

minished
Court in
measure

receipts from, the Municipal
Portland, render that result in a

doubtful.

Given under onr hands at Portland, this
thirty-first day of December, A. D. 1885.
David P. Ciiaplix, )
County
Henry Nutter,
Commissioners of
W M. L. Prince.
) Cumberland Co.

JAMES M. WEBB,
Bates College.
County Treasurer.
'89 is increased by three new members.
BILLS AUDITED By COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Mansur, '88, who has been out teaching
The bills audited by the County Commistwo terms, is again with his class.
sioners during the year 1885, upon the varito
the
several
suras as
ous accounts, amount
A large coal stove has recently been put in
It should be rememhereinafter set forth.
thus supplybered. however, that the gross amount of the well equipped gymnasium,
the bills paid from the treasury may not be
ing a long felt want.
precisely the same as the amount of bills au- | The Student for Jauuary, which is the
tne
dited by the Commissioners, as some of the
first number under the management of
n nas
bills audited this year may not be paid until
class of ’87, was issued Wednesday,
reflecting
next year.
a new cover of very tasty ‘•e’dgu,
SturClerk of Courts.$
much credit upon the artist, Mr. John
527.00
County Commissioners’ office.
124.54
'87. All its articles show careful thought
gis,
Trial Justice courts.
1,073.75
and are of high merit.
not >et re365.30
Registry of Deeds’ office.
i As many of the students have
Roads and land damage.
301.63
P1
turned front teaching, the day
County bridges
3,335.92
Feb.-flth, incolleges vv ill be observed here
Coroners’ inquests. 1,363.68
in
as at
January
stead of the last Thursday
Suppression of liqnor traffic (Sheriff's
2,225.54
many of the colleges.
per diem)

Continuing index (In Register of
Deeds’office).
Court of Insolvency

County

Treasurer's office.

Mt«cellane*n«

uccount.

_

112.50
110.00
o6 »3
<9.06

$ 9,075.83

base ball.
The Boston Post says; Tim Murninwlll probablv decline the flattering offer from Washington
In
and remain In Boston to manage the new club
the New England League.

THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING. JANUARY 2D.
We do not read anonymous letters and coinmuncations. The name ami address of the writer are
not necessarily for pubn all cases Indispensable,
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not \13ed.

We do not believe the “oldest inhabitant”
remembers any such spectacle as Portland

presented yesterday.
Washington paper wants more dignity
at congressional funerals. Unless it can be
gratified in this respect it will doubtless deA

sire less funerals.

The country will not begrudge the appropriation of $500,000 to build a monument in
lionor of Gen. Grant, but it will regret that
it is not to be placed at the capital of the nation instead of in New York.
Senator Hoar says the bankruptcy bill will
he taken up in the Senate as soon as the electoral court bill is concluded; and probably
passed. The bill is one of the most important before Congress.
It appears that Gen. Lew Wallace began
his attack upon Gen. Halleek without any
personal investigation of the facts, and now
asks a suspension of the public judgment until he can make such an investigation.
The Democratic free traders are terribly
disgruntled because President Cleveland and

Secretary Manning are not more pronounced
on their side.
It was not so much of a free
trade victory in the fall of ’84 as they

thought.
General Booth of the Salvation Army calls
for $150,000 and refuses to render any account of past expenditures. If the knights
of the red jersey accept this financial programme they will present an example of unlimited faitli and confidence which the rest
of the world will not he eager to follow. This
is not an era of that kind of trust.

The Hon. M. F. Clements,

member of the
Kentucky legislature, also member of a committee on public morals, thinks that base
a

ball should not only be prohibited on Sunbut on every day of the week. Mr.
Clements has the eyes of the base hall
ball world upon him. If he wishes to make
himself solid witli the American people he
must revise his base ball ideas.

days,

the

The Chicago Current estimates that
present rate of redemption it will take 200,000 years to call in the $0,000,000 of old paper
fractional currency standing against the
at

Treasury, and
thinks that the interest on the sum will redeem all shin plasters that will ever he presented.
The one and two dollar greenbacks
are getting into such a fearful state of dilapidation that it is very probable that a good
many millions of them will never be re)mnk« of

deemed:

the

TTnitnd

states

_

A short time ago Searsport, the home of
the hardy Nichols and Pendletons, came forward and claimed the distinction of furnish-

ing one-tenth of all the American sea captains. Thomaston now shows up with 50 on
the active list and 29 on the retired list—a

remarkably good showing at the present
shipping crisis. This is an interesting subject. Let us hear from Bath and the historic
Georgetown, and Waldoboro and Boothbay.
They can each furnish a long list of old sea
dogs.

_

The New York legislature by a concurrent
vote of both branches has passed a resolution calling upon the Senators and Representatives from that State to doall in their power to secure the repeal of the silver coinage

The resolution was undoubtedly intended to call out some kind of an expression
of opinion from
Secretary Evarts. The
greatest commercial state in the Uuion naturally enough does not relish the ambiguous
attitude her senator has assumed upon one of
the most important questions before the
country. It wants him to speak up.
law.

Besides the Irish problem, which day by

growing larger

and more perplexing,
Mr. Gladstone must face the question of
Greek coercion and a possible great war in
the East. He has faced great political problems before. He has sometimes blundered,
to be sure, but he has so often met them
boldly and settled them rightly, once far all,
that the masses of Great Britain have ground
for the hope that he wili do the same with
the great questions which now confront
him. If Victoria regrets, as she doubtless
will, to summon Gladstone to Windsor to
form a new cabinet she will not be in full
sympathy with her people.

day

is

Gen. llazen. the chief of the sisrnal service.
is in hot water again. Comptroller Maynard of the treasury has been looking over
his accounts and finds many apparent irregularities which he will be called upon to ex-

plain. Among other bills saddled upon the
government, is one for detectives employed
to ascertain the writer of the open letter
which
administration
was
in
severely
attacked. Hazen has been in constant turmoil since he took charge of the weather
bureau. He is ever spoiling for a fight. His
courage is much superior to his discretion.
There is now a movement to transfer the
weather bureau from the war department to
the department of the interior, and it will
be undoubtedly for the benefit of the service
for it to succeed.
This is from the New York World, a newspaper whose Democracy has never been
questioned, and whose advice Democrats
have ever been willing to follow. It has refto Attorney-General Garland:
lie is placed In a false position by Ills ownership of this stock. He should rid himself of it at
He cannot regard it as desirable that the
once.
judges before whom the Bell ease will be tried
should know that by their decision they enrich a
high cabinet officer, or render his property worthless. We ask him whether lie considers that his
ownership of this stock is calculated to raise the
highest standard of official honor in public life?
We ask him whether it Is creditable to a Democratic reform administration?
This does not in so many words call upon
Mr. Garland to resign. It only advises the
next thing to it. When Mr. Garland took the
erence

Pan-Electric stock it was practically worthless. The recent action of the Interior and
Law departments is supposed to have given
it a market value. The attorney-general is
in a dilemma. If he holds on to his stock

through the coming litigation

his position before the people will not be enviable. If he
disposes of it it must necessarily be at a very
handsome profit, and this handsome profit
would certainly not “be creditable to a Democratic reiorm

A

aummistration.

Washington despatch

to

the

Boston

Journal says those who have given the subject most attention are of opinion that Pillsbury will not be confirmed. The committee,
having heard the statements of Senators
Hale and Frye in opposition to the confirmation, will probably act upon the case at the
next meeting, unless it shall be deemed expedient to give Pillsbury himself a hearing.
Such a course, however, is not usual. Pillsbury has endeavored to have his side of the
He has caused
case heard in other ways.
scores of letters to be sent to Senators Hoar
and Dawes, urging them not to oppose his
confirmation, and he has been very confident
that Mr. Frye would not oppose him; but he
has been mistaken.
Pillsbury has also secured letters from every member of the Garcelon Council, with one exception, designed
to show that he was not responsible for the
alteration in the returns. These certificates
have been put where it w as thought they
would do Pillsbury the most good. The report made by Senator Hale in the Maine
Legislature, in the Garcelon matter, is under
very careful examination by several senators
and when the case shall come
up in the Senate Mr- Pillsbury’s record will
probably be
well understood.
If Pillsbury fails of con-

firmation, Collector Chase certainly will also
for the case against him is much
stronger
than that against the Massachusetts collector.
CREECE AND TURKEY.

The union of Eastern Itomelia and Bulgaria has aroused the jealousy of Greece and

she now insists on taking a slice of the Sick
Man’s dominions for herself. Greece has always claimed that she did not get what was
due her under the treaty of Berlin, and has
never been able to get full possession of what
She wants the whole of Epiwas given her.
and she asserts
rus, she now holds a part:
that she has a claim to a large part of Macedonia beeause it is inhabited chiefly by
She defends her present warlike
Greeks.
attitude towards Turkey on the ground that
the treaty of Berlin having been broken, by
Bulgaria and Romelia, and their violation of
It having been assented to by the powers,
*he is no longer bound by it.
Greece thinks

that if the powers do not interfere she can
compel the Porte to concede her demands.
This is a very sanguine view, for Turkey

still has a well disciplined army and a well
equipped navy. The powers are not willing.
Lord Salisbury warned the Greek government some time ago that England would not
give her consent, and Mr. Gladstone has already advised against any forward movement, and when he becomes prime minister
his policy in this affair will probably be the
But the Greek
same as i.ord Salisbury’s.
people seem to be determined to try conclusions with tlie Sultan whether the powers
consent or not. Preparations for war are
being hurried and the fleet has already sailed
under sealed orders. The king, if he could
do so without ninning the risk of losing his
crown, would undoubtedly yield to tlie wish-

by Prof. H. F. Stevens. Prof. Asa Gray of Harvard furnishes an admirable article on Professor
from our first
Agazziz. It is a beautiful tribute
botanist to the genius, learning and character of
the greatest naturalist ever domiciled in the New
World. To the general reader tills paper will
probably prove the most interesting of all.
The Old Princeton has disappeared, and the
New is literally so, not a revival of the old. The
Old was largely theological, like the Andover, but
the New is mainly a literary and scientific Re-

view, modelled on the Revue des Deux Mondes.
Like that famous Review, its contents include a
Motte
story, which fills a large space. Monsieur
is the title of the first one, a tale of school life in a
New
Orleans.
of
French
the
French school among
It is a charming story, and might be ascribed to
Cable, if it did not display too intimate a knowl-

SSS sfo«
treated

these topics are
ness anil fertility
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WINTER OVERCOATS

N. Y. Tribune.
Tlie first of the recent blizzards originated
in Texas, the second in Florida, and the
third in Georgia, Tlie tendency of the South
to keep solid evidently knows no limit.
SOUND

CURRENCY

DOCTRINE

FROM

THE

SOUTH.

Mobile Register.
The establishment of a metallic currency
without reference to the coinage of other
nations may work after a fashion fora wmie,
but in the long run, “it can’t be did, Samivel, it can’t be did.”
GARLAND AND THE TELEPHONE.
Troy Times.
Attorney-General Garland’s connection

with tlie telephone case is scandalous. It
furnishes its own comment on Democratic
assumptions of superior virtue in exercising
administrative power. In all the history of
the government there has not been a more
flagrant case of employing official influence
for personal ends than that in which Mr.
Garland figures so discreditably.
PARTY DIVISION ON THE TARIFF LINE.

Philadelphia Inquirer.
The

more

of free

question

cannot be too

speedily

soon
or

trade or protection
settled, and it cannot be

unusual tact, fresh-

satisfactorily

settled

the courage of tneir free
tlie tariff question can be

have

and

once

trade

convictions,

easily settled.
u.viti/

uuu

wax

we

have had

Investment Securities
for Sale.

AGENTS FOR GREEN & BATEMAN

shipped

literal view' of their watch meeting on New
Year’s Eve by presenting their pastor with a

gold timepiece.

Over $G000 worth of feathers have been
sold from the 21 grown ostriches at the Ana
lieim ostrich farm, Los Angeles, Cal., during
the past seven months.
Princess Isabeau, who recently inherited
$1,000,000 from .her mother, keeps 20 dogs
and 20 cats in her Parisian palace. She is to
found a home for the aged and indigent dogs
and cats.
There is a mountain on the head of Big
a branch of the Aroostook river,
says the Calais Times, which, in the remembrance of his home in the far off Highlands
of Scotland, Sir Archibald Campbell, the
hero of Rangoon and conqueror of Burmah,
when governor of New Brunswick, named
•‘Schihallion.” This name it still retains.
“Huxley and Tyndall, says the manager of

Machias,

literary syndicate,

will never write any-

thing for publication unless they have something to say. I have tried them many a time*
and with good offers of money, too, but always
unsuccessfully. They care too much for
their fame. But when they anything to say
they are ready to say it, and to charge for it,

too.”
Frank S. Billings, who figures in the papers as M. Pasteur’s American aia-de-camp
in the current anti-canine campaign, is wot
an M. D., blit a I). V. M.—a veterinary surgeon. He was a Boston boy, born forty
years ago, and he sailed the seas over as a
supercargo before a keen interest in the microscope led him into special lines of study
at Munich and Berlin.
A pretty littlle correspondence is Mr.
Three thousand
letters a
Gladstone’s.

month, thirty-six thousand a year, one hundred a day, is not bad for one man, exclusive,
it would appear, of indefinite quantities of
newspapers, circulars, post cards and the
like. He ought to have a special postman,
witli a special Gladstone bag, to totter backward and forward with all this huge load of
ink-stained paper.
When Canon Farrar got back to old St.
Margaret’s, under the shadow of Westminster Abbey, he took part in a queer ceremony. After the sermon a basket was brought
out containing nineteen loaves of bread and
nineteen old people received a loaf and a sixpence each. The loaves were done up in new
handkerchiefs. The quaint custom lias been
carried on at St. Margaret’s for more than
300 years.
One marked peculiarity about M. Worth,

186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on

hand|.f

MOULTM,

WOODBURY &

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

Exchange

Street.

Choice

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

milliner, is his great dislike
to perfume in any shape. His work-women
are prohibited from using scents and even
from wearing flowers during their working

jan!3eodtf

hours. When a woman sends him her costly laces for the adornment of new dresses,
all odorous from long sojourning in peifumed
satchels, the first thing that he does is to
cause them to be thoroughly aired.
The Senators of the nation sit at desks older than the honorable graybeards themselves.
The deaks are of mahogany, and, though
made seventy-five years ago, they are as
sound as a dollar—a great deal sounder than
Once a statesman from Cola Bland dollar.
orado “made his mark in the Senate” by
scraping his desk witli a soltaire diamond.
Captain Bassett outwitted Mr. Tabor, howCVClj UJ pUI^Qlilg up

WIV UUICO

OU

the fact that hundreds of

geographers and
surveyors have all they can do to keep their
work abreast of the never-ending physical
changes of the earth’s surface. Great Britain employs ten ships and 600 men in its Admiralty surveys, and much of their work
consists in making new charts of waters that
were carefully surveyed from ten to thirty
years ago. New surveys along the east and
west coasts of England last year showed that
important changes in depths and other features have occurred since the previous surveys. Navigation charts are likely after ten
or twelve years to be as valueless for pur-

poses of present information as a last
month’s newspaper. In addition to the
natural causes of shifting river courses, advancing or receding coast lines,_ and rising
or sinking ocean beds, such artificial influences as garbage dumping in New York harbor will help to make our Coast and Geodetic
Survey a permanent institution, with its
work never finished.
MACAZINE NOTICES.
Tlie Andover opens well for the New Year, givof growth and
greatness in the future.
1 he contents of this
number are so diversified
that all readers will find
something to suit them.
An appreciative and
kindly-worded editorial on
tlie Pope s late Encyclical, a second on the Functions of the Local Church, and a third
on Moderu
Church Architecture, are of more than sufficient
value to pay the price of subscripts. Prof.
Ladd, of Yale, reviews the Elective System of
Harvard and other new theories of education, arguing that tire old is better. Revelation as a Factor in Evolntion is ably discussed by Bev- F. H.
Johnson, the doctrine of the Atonement equally

to us, from

at this
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Bonds furnished

INVESTMENT

NOW
our

IS THE

Evening Tickets, 35 cents, to be obtained at

»LOCK on Ugc ».

only

Coming

V

W.

(COMPRISimO

No. 225 Middle

A

H.

$50,000
Putnam, Connecticut,

Wat-

er

Company,

FIRST MORTGAGE FIVE PER CENT

SINKING FUND BONDS,
maturing 1911.
FOR

MILLETT& LITTLE.

the

come

our

sale of this week the

foPowing

mers, Black

Surah,

and

one

odd lot of Colored

Rhadamas, comprising

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$1,37 1-2
lot of $2.00 Black Silks for
“
“
“
“
1.25
1.75
“
“
“
“
1.00
1.50
“
“
“
“
.85
1.25
“
“
1.25
Rhadamas for
1.50
“
“
“
“
1.00
1.25
“
“
odd colors for .59
1.50 Colored

Never in the history of the Dry Goods business in this city has there
been such a sacrifice made on desirable and first class material as is
offered in the above list, and we invite every lady in Portland and vicinity to inspect these goods and see for themselves.

MILLETT^t

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

ATLANTIC

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York cmcago, I'nuaaeipnia or Baltimore
a

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

Bath.Gs & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 6s
P. & O. R. K—6s

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
has three
Oil baa been removed.
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economiIt

YORK,

insure Against Marine Risks

Only.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.
Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.$3,958,030.44
Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70
Total Marine Premiums..$5,505,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No. 194 miDDLE STREET, Portland.
ianldtf
January 1,1884.

.ASSETS:

$

12,938^289.38.

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Fet). 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CEIT.
LOSSES PAID IN

THIRTY^ DAYS

GRAND ASSEMBLY

at 6 o’clock.

BY

—

THE

—

CUMBERLAND ROWING ASSOCIATION
—

AT

—

TuMdar Evening, Feb. 3. Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 50 cts. Music by Grimmer.
(Ut
jan29

16th

STOCKBRIDGE.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening Feb. .‘I,
By the Maritani English Opera Co., in Balfe’s
Opera, the

ROSE OF CASTILE!
with celebrated artists in the cast. Select chorus
and orchestra. Tickets 50 and 75 cents. Now on

sale.Jan28dlw

SKATING

BIJOU

CHANGE !

No. 565
jan4

SKATING HORSE

Cold Watch Free!!!

Grand Musical and Literary

& Go’s New Jewelry Store,

m

Entertainment!

to

—

we

GRATTAN

BY THE

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

CORBEMPONDE1VTM,
•
19 1-2 Exchange St.
Portland,

J. W. MUNGER &
feb3’85

CO.,

dlmeodllm&w6w

Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society.
regular monthly meeting will be Held at
Reception Hall, city building, next Friday
Evening, Jan. 29, at 7V. o’clock. As business of
importance is to be transacted a large attendance

THE

is desirable. Directors will meet half an hour previous.
FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS,

jan27d3t

without detention from business.

perience and hundreds of

Secretary.

cases

Seven years excured in different

parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeptical.
Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON. 36 Union St.
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 69 and 61 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS. 456 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 6 Temple Place, Portland
N. IV. MORSE. 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT U. S.

HOTEL, ROOM 18,

Every Saturday, from 9

a.

m.

to

4 p. HI.
marlleodtf

DAWSOVS

NEURALGIC CURE
is the OLD and RELIABLE REMEDY
lor

Neuralgia,

Rheumatism,

Sciatica,

Headache, Earache, Toothache and every
other kind of ache produced by a Deranged NervIt is the greatest remedy known for
ous System.
the above complaints, and is a

SERE CERE.
used outside as well as inside. Read careCan
fully the testimonials. Buy it and use It as directAH
ed.
Druggists.
be

CEO.
anleodlm

C.

COODWIN

BOSTON.
A genu for NewE

Dirigo Mineral

&

gland

CO.,
Mtale*

Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 86 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
Je23

413 Fore Siren.

dtf

—

LITERARY
IN

ASSOCIATION

—

KAVAMOH

HALL,

THURSDAY EYESING, FEB. 4, ’80.

Grand Army Hall, Portland, Me.
Congress St., Under_dtt

Admuaion '25

Reserved Seats 50

cm.

rts.

Tickets can be procured from the members and
at McGowan & Young’s book store.
jan29dtd

1336.

LECTURE
—BY—

HON. W. W.

MR. GEO. H. YORK, TAILOR.
All

CITY

Ticket*-55 nnd 15 rents. Scats can be
cured at Stockbridge’s without extra charge.

Jan29_
—

Thursday Evening, Feb. II, ISSti.
HerKotzschmar. Pianist.
Tickets twenty-live
cents. Concert at eight o’clock.
Tickets tor sale at Stockbridge’s and Turner
man

Bros.’Jan28d2w
BUSINESS

SAMUEL

“

“

“

“

No. 83 Preble Street.
Varnishing Carriages.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

o
jan22

STEPHEN

<^oo!cf Job

are

—

Geo. E. Hawkes.
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
decl8
d6iu

S. H.
,

Glad to Know You.

CYRUS
01O

,ianl8

CONGRESS

DAVIS,
STREET.

eodtf

ilgn and Ornamental Painting
or

le

New patterns,

F.

REDMOND,

ever* description.

Hav'ing had an experience of over 12 years in
ao of the largest cities in Massachusetts,
(the
ist 7 in business,) I feel confident in warranting

PICTURES FRAMED ; One Hundred Dollars Reward.
thorough
manner.

—

Iffice and Works foot of Wllmot St, PORTLANO, ME.

Consolidated Electric Light Company offers one huudred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure tlie detection and arrest of any
person or persons guilty of maliciously interfering in any way with the lights .poles or wires of
dec!2dtf
said company*

best work nud lowr.,1 prices.
iso I -I niDDl.li NT.

jan2

(Itf

workmanship, low prices.

BROTHERS,

DEALERS IN

Granite for Building:. Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON.MANAGER.

Iu an artistic

and (paid

HAWKES

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
innOQ

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND,
We

d3m

“

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Stamp,

DIKR,

Counsellor at Law,

BUILDING,

Not Necessary to Send

jan8«3w

ISAAC W

-COME RIGHT TO-

Write for Cuts of Ranges and Our Centract System.

CHASE,

Particular attention given to Repainting and

10
A 40 Parlor Suit
5
A 20 Carpet
5
A 20 Range and Ware
5
A 20 Parlor Stove
“
7.50“
A 30 Secretary
$1,000 worth of Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Stoves and Ranges for $250 down
and £35 per month. Yoiuig married people, don’t pay ont all you can earn for
boart'l and lodging when y’ftu could be living in your own home with all the home
comforts thrown in, and apply the profit which has heretofore gone to yonr lodging and boarding house to the payment of Furniture and Carpets, etc. You will
have something to look at at the end of 1880. We have furnished thousands of
homes in this way, thousands of young men have got a fair start in life by commencing right, and thousands of young people have been made happy and have
helped pay for the furnishing of that parlor w hich you ought to furnish this year.
Thousands of housekeepers have been made happy by bnying a new Range in this
way, and have paid for it, and never missed the money. Go thon and do likewise.

DONNELL

CARDS.

Carriage and Sign Painter,

$5 per month
for $10 down, balance
“
“
“
“
“
s

—

E. Church,
By State Street Choir,

ATKINSON, Manager.

“

“

AT

Chestnut Street M.

Goods delivered free in any town in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont where
there is a railroad depot. Terms Cash, or on our Contract System, 1-4 down at
time of purchase, and $5 per month when the amount is $50 worth or under, and
$10 per month if $100 or under, increasing the payment per month as the total
amount is increased. We will sell
20

se-

did

CONCERT

GRAND

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS., PORTLAAU,

*

lOtli,

“SWEDEN AND THE SWEDES.”

Building:, Boston, Hass.,

A $40 Chamber Set

February

—ON—

Foreign and

ISAAC C.

HALL,

Evening,

Wednesday

Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suitgrades
ings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock. dtf
of

THOMAS, JR.,

—AT—

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
and for the last five years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. 1 shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
Woolens as can be found'in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

PILES.
without the use of knife or

jan29dlw

Admfaaion 33 centa.

Branoli Store

ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
CURED
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,

DOLLY !

Monday.

FOR

fttfi.

The greatest novelty of the age.
Don't forget
the date, February 4tn. Reserved floats cn sale

--A.T-

C HA N Gr 3ZS

A

PARLOR.

FEB REAR V

THIRSDAT,

<13t

AFTER PROOF.

cal, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

Hale’* Honey the great Cough cure, 26c. 60c
and 81. Glenn’* Sulphur Sonp heals & beautifies, 25c. German Corn Remover killsCorns
and Bunions. Hill’* Hair and Whisker Dye,
Pike’s Toothacke
Black and Brown, 50c.
Drop* cure in one minute, 25c. Dean* Rheumatic Pill* are a sure cure 60e
eod2dp&wlynrm
janie

P. 8.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
declOdtl
C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager

FURNITURE, CARPETS, REDUING, ETC.,

have established at the offee of our Portland

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Ladles.10 cents}SKaies.
Afternoon Admission:

LITTLE. B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

jan27

correspondents.

BONDS !

Federal Street.
Evening Admi«**ion:
Gents...15 crafts l airatAQ
1fti*pnfa
cenis.

janl8

STOCKS. MARINE mum

janlldtf

WILSON,

Bijou Skating Parlor,

MORRISON & CO.,

ex-

traordinary bargains in Black Silks, Black Rhadamas, Black Radzi-

Jan21eodtf

Bankers, Boston, Mass.

DR.

Will repent hi. populnr lecture.. Subject:
The Brain is the Index of every Mental and
Physical Condition. Public examinations will
conclude with the audience examining the skull,
with the symbols of accidents suffered in life and
First lecture,
the disease that caused death.
Wednesday, January zutn, atop, in., anu every
Free.
notice.
further
until
Wednesday
Library Hall, Mechanics, Building. JanlSdtf

BUY.

MORE

Nassau Hall

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,

EXTRA,

Wednesday Evening.

—

BLAKE BROS. & CO., Boston,
H. M. PAYSON & CO., Portland.

changes.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
Car. middle and Exchange Sts.

com

jan25dtd

Tbe mew Scliottlsclie a Specialty
from 8 to 9 o’clock.
]anl 8___dtf

give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents to some of our cusoffer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance to be1,
posessor of the same free of charge. We do not require you to buy anything, only call and
see our new store and register your name.

tomers Feb.

SALE BY

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased lor Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York. Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.

never

Sale of seats

GILBERT’S

—-

—

d2m*

regal magnificence
your city.

eijualled in

Prices. 75. 60 and 35 cents.
Wednesday, Jan. 27.

WARE, Manager.

Lady’s

Having decided

Intcrewt.

janl2

scale of

mences

565 CONGRESS ST.

We have concluded to add to

EMERY,

C.

ADDITION-THURSDAY. Morrison

—

INN Middle Ntreet, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank. Providence, R. 1. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Saviugs Bank. Concord, N. II. Keeue Savings
Bank, ICeene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank,Littleton,N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.

TO

ONE

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

WILLIAM

a

before

Street, Portland, Me.,

♦>

Orders l>y mail or telegraph promptly executed.
dec23eod3m

FOR SALE BY

CHARLES H. YALE.Sole Manager.
Produced on

DDipc

"W-

CASH SETTLEMENTS.

—

MEMBERS,)

60

Clothing.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING COMPANY,

39 Exchange Street.

Bearing Seven Per Cent

GILWORF/S

J.

Great Big Company,

short time, about 30 (lays, after which time,

a

O IMF

BROKER,

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.

FEET CARS.

ARMY & NAVY HALL,

STEVBNS,

NEGOTIATED BY

all its immeasurable greatness on its
own special railroad train of

SIXTY

3

Every One Advertised.

evening except Saturdays

specialty.jay22eodlm

—

in

Jan. 29 and 30.

and^Saturdaj,

TWO NIGHTS—Friday

Se9s:::: :::::::.F°receents} Skates~.10

tion furnished relative to securities of all kinds,
without charge. Horse Railway and Gas stocks a

Bought, sold and carried on margin of one per
cent, and upwards. Quotations constantly received.
Private Wire, to Doston aud New York.
Parlies buying or selling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages as those dealing in 100 or
1000 shares.

»

PORTLAND THEATRE.

anything in this
market.
Children’s Overcoats (ages 4 to II) at $2, $2.50,
$3, $3.50, $4 and $5.
We do not at this sale attempt to put in any cheap
goods, but offer GOOD RELIABLE GARMENTS
of our own make at the prices of cheaper grades.
Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, in sizes 4 to 14 years, at
reduced prices. Our stock of Boys’ and Chilren’s Clothing is always large and all sizes are constantly on hand.
BIG BARGAINS are offered in Boys’ Long Pant
Suits (jacket, vest and pants) at only $5, $6, $6.50
and $7, actually 35 per cent less than a fair retail

TIME

store will be closed every

^TRIPTI

Counties, Cities, and Railways bought and sold.
Coupons and dividends collected, and informa-

Stocks, Grain and Petroleum

Jan. 29.

Friday Evening,

freatly

to Executors, Trustees of Estates, and IndiSOUND
vidual Investors. DEFAULTED BONDS of States,

F. O.

—

HALL,

CITY

Elegant Wide Wale Diagonal Overcoats for
Young Men, in black, blue and brown, been selling
by us at $22, now only $18 each. These are exceptionally fine garments and are fine fitting.
At $4, $5, $6 and $8 we show some astonishing
price.
bargains in Men’s Overcoats in all sizes.
Boys’ Knee and Long Pants at from 50 cents and
Men’s Heavy Riding Ulsters $6.50, $10 and $15.
$1
upwards.
Large stock of first quality Men’s LEATHER
Men’s and Boys’ Reefers at corresponding low
prices.
JACKETS at only $6. Vests to match at $3.

Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

m

warranted

89

City, County and

__■ n__i_

are

genuine bargains in every respect.

Until further notice

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

IN THE

Dickinson Illustrated Leeture Course,

OVERCOATS,

to

LECTURE

LAST

THE

be found on examination to excel

200 Men’s All Wool Overcoats, in several styles
and colors, made to sell at retail at $16.50 (which
would be a very low figure) now offered at this sale
for only $12 each.

First National Bank Building.

We

ITALIAN ART.

Wholesale House in Boston

our

Unsurpassed Bargains

LIia.il

trace of them remains.
President Cleveland, while averse to large
parties, is exceedingly hospitable and fond
of entertaining his friends in a quiet manner.
There is scarcely a day that he does
not have two or three guests to dinner. Mr.
Cleveland makes a delightful host. While
dignified he is affable, and seems sincerely
desirous to make all feel at their ease.
No
business appertaining to the Presidential office is ever mentioned, but the topics discussed are similar to those that would be alluded to at any private gentleman’s table.
Mr. Cleveland is very well posted in the literature of the day, and seems to take delight
in throwing off official anxieties by the perusal|of our best authors.
The recent appearance of a new Island in
one of the Pacific Ocean groups illustrates

jan28___££L

NOTICE THIS—175 Men’s All Wool Single and
in Boys’ and Children’s
Double Breasted Overcoats, very desirable in style
Over 500 Boys’ and Children’s Overcoats for boys
and color, made to sell at retail for $15, are offered
4
to 17 years, at $5, $6, $7, $8, $9 and $10, that will
$10 each.
sale at

TRUST COMPANY,

no

commencing at 7.80 o'clock.
PER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.

well

our

in the Famous Spectacle,

N. B.—These large lots of Overcoats will he on sale
if any are left, will be returned to our Headquarters.

POBTLAllfD

tiie Paris man

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association. Library Hall,

patrons, and add another victory to

We Gan Show Ten Styles

Look at Our Windows.

Could,

E.

In free course, at

^eoiitf

Bankers and Brokers

estate.
Dr. Edward Warren writes from Paris to
the Baltimore Sun that M. Pasteur will treat
all bitten Americans without charge.
A Meriden, Conn., church society took a

—BY—

Hon. William

YORK,

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Miss Kate Field is buying Washington real

our

jan27d3t

LECTURE

which we propose to sell before March 1st. These, together with our present stock of
marked down Overcoats, which is very large, makes a variety and assortment unequalled
in this section of New England. These goods comprise the latest, newest and leading
styles of Overcoats now in use, and rather than pack them away for next season, we shall
give our patrons of Portland and vicinity a grand chance to buy an Overcoat, and will
guarantee every garment offered to be from $2 to $6 under any price elsewhere for the
same quality of goods.

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

SWAN & BARRETT,

—

28 and 29 days of ye Firft Month.

AND CHILDREN.

WINTER

1050

Bankers and Brokers,

tied

YE

Firft Univerfalist Meeting Honfe,

—

PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.,

ing generations.

ing promise

_

JanSleodtf

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed.

AT

In Congrefs Square, in ye town ot Fort land, on the
evenings of the

best value in clothing for the money,

'jvi.ui.tu

Macon Telegraph.
It is a galling reflection to the North that,
aided by the hired hirelings from the four
quarters of the globe, it was enabled to force
tne South down and to rob and insult it, but
was unable to crush the manhood of its people. The monuments erected to the Southern dead, illustrative of a righteous cause,
will stand until destroyed by time. They
were erected by people whose descendants
The
are capable of preserving their work.
South lias shown a willingness to forget and
forgive, but it cannot be forced into dishonorable denials. The government has exhausted the large stock of cannon, cannon
balls, muskets and bayonets left over from
the war, in building monuments to the hirelings who did the lighting of the North. The
South is quite willing that these shall stand,
and that the justice and merits of the quarrel shall be arbitrated by the peeple of com-

a

In order to stir up the trade, benefit
earned reputation of giving the

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.

than

by the two parties making it a direct issue
between them, leaving it to the country to
decide which is right and which wrong. We
have long contended that tlie two great parties should divide upon this line. The Republicans were always ready to do it, but whenever a general election was to be held the
Democrats avoided the issue. If they have
really resolved to be honest for just this

HELD

BE

more.

MEN,1oYS

MEN, YOUNG

SONS,

So. 218 Middle Street.

NEW

WILL

Frlce to enter Two and One-Half Dime*.
Ye muflck will be sounded at 8 o’clock and no

BANKERS,

A MONOPOLY IN BLIZZARDS.

—

Singing Skewl!
—

es

CURRENT COMMENT.

OF

—

Mistrefs Liddy Haws’

of thought.

j. B. BROWN &

1 Great Pick Reheat.

S ALE

SPECIAL

GREAT

rn.lNUAl.

of England, but his position is very similar to that of King Milan of Sevia, who had
to fight to satisfy a popular clamor.

A.IHJBEJIEIVTM.

niSCBLLANEOVS.

so

dim*

Herbert G. Ki i^s
l TTOMEY AT LAW AM) SOLICITOR
,

—OF—

THE

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

j Io. 93

business relating to Patents promptly
faithfully executed.
JulLMti

SEp-All
3

tm

ROOMS TO LET.

lost and found.

THE

PRESS.

MORNING, JANUARY

FRIDAY

It was Harry Endicott'* voice, and the
words were addressed to the depot master,
as he ran up the steps, not seeing the lady.
“Pardon me,” he said courteously removing his hat as lie caught sight of her. But m
an instant he recognized her.
“Miss Bancroft f” was his amazed exclama-

29.

THETALEQF ATRUNK.

tion.

“Yes,” she said, laughing.

BY MISS C. B. LEBCW.

you have not forgotten me.
would like to know why I am here.
“I certainly should,” he replied for I supposed you.to be settled in Saratoga for the

[Woman's Journal.]
Mrs. Eastman waited for her friend, Miss
Louise Bancroft, in the latter’s elegant reception room. She had waited five mlnntes
—a long time to waste when one lias an endless visiting list, when the horses cannot
endure to be kept standing in the hot sun,

“So I supposed myself until I found that
the
my trunk and I had parted company on

of it I came
way. As I found yours in place
to bring it to you, and there it is.’
The old man looked mystified and shook
his head, but the younger people evidently
enjoyed what he could not understand.
“I cannot return to Saratoga before tomorrow,” she resumed. I took it for granted I could find accommodations at the hotel

and when the perspiration is spoiling ones
cream-colored kids. Miss Bancroft came in,
dressed in a loose robe of stylish make, hut
suggestive of Invalidism, and its color inten-

sified the natural pallor of her face.
“My dearest Louise!” was the greeting of
her guest, “1 am so glad to see you! But I
fear you are ill?”
“Oh, no, not exactly ill. I seem to he losing my strength somewhat, and I get tired
very easily. I was shopping yesterday for
two hours, and to-day—wpll, you see what is

left of

me

here.”

“There is no hotel,” Mr. Endicott hastened to explain; “but I am sure they can
give you a room at the farmhouse where myYour baggage
self and chum are staying,
he added
will be there in season this time,
with another burst of laughter, and offering
her his arm they walked off together.
Dodge, standing in the doorway, was not
a little surprised to see his friend return
chatting with a lady.
“I have not ohly found our trunks,” lie
explained, as he drew nearer, “but the ownMiss Bancroft, allow
er of the other one.
me to present my friend, Mr. Dodge.”
There was room enough iflid to spare under the farmer’s hospitable roof, but two of
his city guests lay awake for long hours, occupied with perplexed, but pleasant thoughts.
Miss Bancroft seemed to be aroused to
newness of life, as she rose the next morning in the still, sweet country air, pulsing
with bird-song and fragrant witn a thousand odors. She was not at all tired from
iier journeying of the day before. “Dr.
Wheeler’s medicine is certainly helping me,”
she thought, although previously she had noticed no particular improvement. There was
almost a flush in her clieeks as she prepared
for breakfast, reminding her of her looks
before balls, late hours and fashionable living had blanched her cheeks and lips.
“I am glad to see you looking so well this
morning, Miss Bancroft.” This was Endicott’s greeting, as lie met her in her exquisite lilac morning dress, at the homely breakfast table.
“I should like to stay here for weeks, she

to-day.”

“You surely need a tome, dear.
“Yres, Dr. Wheeler has been coming to see
his
me every day for a week, and I think
medicine will help me. He says the sudden
hot weather is very debilitating.
“You will leave the city before long, I

U<^Sh yes;

of course we shall go

somewhere;

everybody does.”

“Then you have not decided where l
“Not yet. I have not had sufficient interest in it to think about it.”
“Mr. Eastman and I leave for Cape May
next week. I wish you would come, too,
dear. It is really the only aristocratic place
—I mean watering-place, of course, on this
whole continent. Saratoga and Long Branch
are both too common for anything.”
Miss Bancroft winced, as Mrs. Eastman
intended slie should; but that was only one
of the amenities of fashionable life, and
both ladies were representatives of a class.
The call ended, with a repetition of a reof
quest for “dear Louise” to think seriouslyenEastman
ioining her at Cape May. Mrs.
her
ott
name
tered her carriage, crossed the
list with a fervent “Thank heaven that s
ami drove on to see other ol her
_

over,”
“friends.”
Miss Bancroft climbed the stairs, wearily.
They were very broad and softly carpeted,
....

but no

less tiresome to the

they seated themselves.
“I have not been in such a delicious country
since I was a child.”
Her host to whom she spoke bowed politesaid, rapturously,

pale, spiritless

who, entering her own room, threw
herself upon the lounge which she had so
reluctantly left.
Another pale woman sat by the window,
sewing, but there was no droop to the figure,
nor rest for the busy fingers, flying in add
out through masses of soft, white tulle,
which lay heaped in her lap and on a basket
woman

ly.

,,

“If you would accept our country ways
and country fare, Miss, we could keep you
as long as you choose to stay.”
She glanced at Mr. Endicott. His eyes were
alight, and she trembled, her cheeks flushing still more, as she said, turning her eyes

beside her.
she said
“If 1 only knew. Miss Bancroft,
in a sweet, low voice, "whether you would
,,

out of doors.
“Then I will write to my father and tell
him I have come; and I will stay a week,
_....-it

with a ruble for the heading,” and she rose
as she spoke, shaking out the dress and hold
ing it up for inspection.
“It doesn’t make the least difference to
me, Annette. How fiften I have told you
that I didn’t want to be bothered with questions.” And she turned her face away and
buried it deeper in the soft cushion.
Louise Bancroft had “naturally one of
’Natuthe sweetest tempers in the world.
rally,” but how much of the natural woman
more
a
few
after
years
her
would be left of
of her present life? So Annette wondered,
with a feeling of pity and sympathy in her
honest heart, excusing the petulance of the
words in her own way. “Miss Louise is
not well. I suppose I ought not to vex her
to decide such questions for me. .She never
finds fault, anyway, and it Is such a little
matter after all.”
Still there had been a time when just such
little matters had held for Louise Bancroft,
the all-absorbing interests of life. Now she
Wns the
was simply interested in nothing.
first state worse than the last?
Sarafor
Two weeks after, she was ready
toga, though nothing but the force of habit
sent her there. Many of her “set had spent
their summers there tor years, and probably
would for years to come. She was acquainted with the place and the people from frequent visits. She shrank from new scenes
and faces, and so, to her father’s question,
prompted by anxiety for her health—' Don t
to the
you think you had better go up
Springs?” she answered, “Tes, 1 suppose
the
preparations to be
so,” and allowed
made.
“You may look for me in about a month,
if things go right at the Foundry,” lie said
“I mean to take a
as he bade her good-by.
longer vacation than usual this summer.
Endicott leaves for the Adirondaeks to-day
or to-morrow, but he will only he gone two
weeks.”
A few hours later, and the elegant Fourteenth street house was closed for the season, Mr. Bancroft’s rooms engaged for a
month at a down-town hotel, and his daughter seated in a palace car, listened to the refrain of the w heels, which alternately reEupeated—“Endicott”—“Adirondaeks

Mr. Dodge evidently tried hard to make
the best of a situation which he could not
enjoy.

“Do you think you have made a fair exchange ?” he asked her, as he unpacked in
tlie hall and showed her the contents of the
trunk she had brought from Saratoga. Rubber boots, rubber blankets, flannel suits, amunition, knives, nets, fish hooks, old hats.
She looked at them with greater interest than
she had felt in anything for months, and
asked innumerable
questions concerning
their uses and properties.
I
“I wish was.a man,” she said, energetically, “and could camp out too.”
But somehow it happened that the trips
the young men had planned were shortened
and modified, so as to include moderate distances, and the lady was invited to accompany them. Dressed in a stout gingham dress
belonging to her hostess, and a broad garden
hat, she was equipped for the expeditions
which they took among the mountains; and
the color in her face seemed a permanent
restoration, it was not the medicine, she
concluded, but the fine country air, which
she found was making a new woman of her,
mentally as well as physically.
But in ten days came a letter from New
York, in the envelope of the firm, yet in a

strange handwriting.

it said.
“Your father is not quite well,
“He has had several fainting fits in tlie office, and been obliged to leave business for a
little while. He wishes Mr. Endicott to reDo not be alarmed at what I
turn at once.
have written-’’but poor Louise Bancroft
never read the rest, nor saw the signature
which the old book-keeper added with many
flourishes. “Robert Brown.” She turned
toward Mr. Endicott with eyes blinded with
tears, and thrust the letter upon him. “Oh,
my poor father!” she moaned, and she
stretched out her hands helplessly. He
caught them in his, his face tender as a woman’s.
‘.‘Louise—Miss Bancroft,” he stammered,
‘try to bear it for his sake. He needs you
We will
to be strong now more than ever.
go to him at onceand a few hours later
they stood together by his bedside.
The worst was over before they eeached
him. He had suffered much, but was quiet
during those few hours which remained to
him. He talked quietly with his superintendent, concerning the business which he was
to leave. “I’ve tried hard to pull through,”
he said, pathetically; “but it was no use. Sell
everything, Endicott, only see that my debts
Louise will have
are paid to the penny.
everything that is left.”
“Left!” The word broke from the lips of
the agonized girl, as she realized a few minutes after that her father had gone. "I have
lost him—l have nothing left,” she cried.
“Is my life—my love, nothing to you,
Louise ? for they are both yours as long as 1
live,” the young man said, solemnly.
There was no answer from the stricken
woman to whom he spoke, but she held out
her hands to him as she had done once be-

—

dicott”—“Adirondaeks.”
*

*

<s

*

*

*

To Harry Endicott, Mr. Bancroft’s superintendent, and his friend Dodge the time
passed rapidly till they reached Albany,
where the night was spent. The next day
their journey was resumed, and at noon
they looked from the car-windows at the
fashionable throng congregated to meet the
new arrivals at the Springs.
Alley

1IJUK

line auuoiuiv;

Ulumvu

said Endicott, “and yet how can they—
but his sentence was never finished, his
swift thoughts running far ahead of it, as he
thought of the more excellent way in which
he intended to spend his vacation.
Six hours more brought them to a little
village nestled so far down amid the mountains that it looked as if it had gone half
way under ground. Here was the farmhouse where the two tourists proposed to
make their head-quarters, and from which
they planned hol t trips for camping out
miles away
.,
■‘We'll just straighten out our traps the
the
after
Endicott,
said
first thing,”
Harry
trunk, which they had packed in partnership, was brought into the sloping-roofed
room.
“Could two gentleman travel with
less baggage, I wonder. Hullo! the lock s
broken. Very well—it will open the easier,” and wrenching open the strap-buckle,
lie threw up the lid. Astonishment kept him

speechless.

“Just see if that

powder-flask

is

all

right,

This from Dooge who was unfastening a
huge parcel of canes, fishing-rods, guns, etc.
“Hum! I suppose all these things are
right enough,” was the response, “only they
Just
are not the things—I mean our things.
its

compartment,

gloves, sashes, laces, somewhat disarranged
by the rough handling the trunk had received, filled the shallow tray. No need for
further examination. Evidently these were
not “the” things.
“Why didn’t you look at it before you
opened it ?” queried Dodge.
“Look at it! So I did. It looks just like
mine. I didn’t have to try the key. Ah.
here are initials, ‘L. A. 15.’ Kather non-committal, I should say. I wonder who is looking for this particular trunk at this particular minute.”

“It would be more to the purpose to know
where to look for our own, growled Hodge,
as lie pulled at his moustache and gazed
wrathfullv at the big Saratoga.
After all, it was provoking to find them
selves saddled with such an incumbus, but
the nature of the trvo men was pretty well
climvii l«r tho mnnnpr
in wllicll tllCV OOl’C
J lodge
the vexation of their own loss.
article as he
offensive
kicked the innocently
turned back to his fishing-rods and guns.
Endieott with clumsy fingers but reverent
touch, smoothed the tumbled fineries and
inspected the lock. “I’ll get a man to tinker this,” he said, “and then I’ll telegraph to
New York and try to discover the owner.
“All the trunks have been sent up, Miss
Bancroft, except one marked Endieott which
is not claimed. That of course is not yours,
i am very sorry, but there lias been a blunder

somewhere.”

Much was the
ceived after an

information the

impatient waiting

lady

re-

for her

baggage.

"II. II. Endieott.” That was the name
she saw painted on one end of the trunk described, and in an instant she hit upon a
probably solution of the mistake.
“I happen to know this gentleman,” she
said to the clerk. “He has gone north and
may possibly have taken my trunk with him.

I aiu going after it.” and before the surprised
clerk could reply she was on her way for hat
and hand-bag, and the next train carried the
ladv with the gentleman’s trunk up to the

little mountain village.

It was past nine o’clock before she reached
it, and the intervening hours gave her ample
time for reverie, which was, in these degenerate days, her nearest approach to thinking.
More distinctly than before, the rhyme of the
wheels was set to the name upon the truukIt was two years since she had seen its own“What good friends we were once,” she
er
in
thought, with a sigh down deephad her heart.
found it
Oh, that “once!” Once.she
the room with
happiness enough to be in
of how it
him and had even dreamed dreams
would seem to be a poor man s wife. How
Her face burned as
long ago that seemed.
think of
she recalled it. “He would never
to hate fashme’’ she mused. “How he used
and
pretence He
ionable women and show
rich
never came to see me after father grew
course its
and we moved up town. Well, of
our
society.
to
all right. He doesn’t belong
But 1 wish I didn't use him as a stal?“ar“
measuring other men; some
I wonder « he woks
so small by contrast.
Mr.
as he did two years ago—two years
wornder
Blake is at Saratoga—Mr. Blake. I
lie
if I should be contented with Mr. Blake,
x

is a very niee man, and rich.
yt course x
must marry a rich man—yes, I suppose
must, sometime or other. That is expected
of me. I like Mr. Blake and I know—yes, 1
wish he didn’t care quite so much about me.
But 1 like him as well as 1 do anyone, on-

"You stop here, Madam,I believe.” The conductor bad his hand upon her arm. She had
lost thought of time and place and was hurried
from the car, the trunk pitched out after her,
before she quite realized that she had reached,
the end of her journey. A man with a lantern in his hand, a small dog barking vigorwere the only signs of life visi-

ously,—these

ole at the tiny depot.
“I have—have just come up Irom SaratoStopped
she began and then stopped.
ga
to laugh at Herself, her stammering speech
that
at
moment
for
and her surroundings,
of her adventure struck her as
the

absurdity

It had not done before.

.,

.i

[

ii,;.. fimn Rn lvol/1 flinm

ond hnr nlr»«n

to Ins heart.
Louise Bancroft did not marry a rich man,
after all. It did not “seem to be expected of
her,” after it was found that the payment of
penniless.
her father’s debts found her
Every year she goes with her husband to a
His
hills.
the
house
little red farm
among
friend Bodge has gone abroad, but in his
and
place they take poor “Bob” Brown; founHarry Endicott, his partner in the new
him
gundry they have just started, gives
ning and fishing to liis heart’s content. There
are many tilings besides vacations worth
working and waiting

for._

Harry.”

look here!”
A lovely dress hat in

as

man evident“Saratogy,” repeated the oldthe
conununily wondering at the nature of
cation she had begun to make.
A ny baggage scut upon the lust train.

Wl T AND WISDO Nl

Lady Customer- I want to see some shoes.
Salesman—What style and size?
L.
—French kid. twos.
Is shown French kid twos.
L. C.—Wliar’s the price?
Salesman—Four dollars and fifty cents.
L. C.—That is very high; haven’t you some for
$4?
is shown shoes for §4.
L. C.—Haven’t you something better for the
price?
Salesman—No, ma’am.

same

L. C.—Haven’t you them with French heels?
Is shown with French heels.
L. C.-Wliat price did you say they were?
Salesman—Four dollars.
L. C.—They don’t suit exactly, but I guess I’ll
take a pair.
Salesman—Twos, did you say?
L. C.—Two is mv size, but as X have a high Instep
and don’t like to cramp my foot 1 guess you had
better give me four and a naif.

please

to

Blade’s Epicurean Spices
those who want the best goods, as they are the
best Cultivated Spices, powdered perfectly pure.

ANDJOMMERCiAL

FINANCIAL

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

^

I ani glad
Perhaps you

sure

are

PORTLAND, Jan. 28,1886.

The market shows no change of consequence as
far as priceg are concerned, but we notice a better feeling for Flour, due to a further rise in
Wheat, and millers are asking from 20a.25c
bbl advance. Sugars are easy at the decline.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations for
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Gram.

Flour.

Superfine and
High Mixed Corn.51452
low grades.3 2543 50 Corn, bag lots—64.456
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. ..53@54
XX Sprlng..G 00@6 25 Oats, car ots....42@43
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—43(445
Wheats .6 0046 25 Cottonseed.
Midi, straight
car lots.. 24 00@25 00
roller .6 25@5 60
do bag... 25 00@26 00
clear do—5 0045 26 Sack’dBr’n
stone ground.4 7545 00
car lots. .19 00^20 00
St Louis st'gt
do bag. 20 00421 00
roller.6 5045 75 Middlings, 19 60@23 00
clear do_6 2546 50 do hag lots,20 00®24 00
_

provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.5 7G@6 001 Pork—
Fish.
I
Backs ...14 00@14 50
Clear—13 00413 50
Cod, |Tqtl—
Large Shore3 2643 50! Mess.11 60(412 00
Large Banks 2543 501Mess Beef. 9 50410 00
Small.2 7543 001 Ex Mess.10 00®10 50
.11 00411 50
Pollock.2 50@3 25| Plate
ExPlate.il 60@12 00
Haddock.1 50@2 00
Hake.1 75@2 26 Lara—
Tubs IP (|p..6%®6%c
Herring—
Tierces— 6%®6%c
Scaled ip bx..l4@18c
Palls.7 47% c
No 1.12415c
Hams fp lb
Mackerel t> bbl—
9%@10 c
do covered 10% @11 %
Shore Is. 19 00421 00
8
00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 004
Med. 3s. 6 004 6 00 KeroseneSmall.2 76® 3 50 Port. ltef. Pet. 7%
Produce.
Water White.IOV4
13
Pratt’sAst'l.IPbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.3 50@4 50 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Cape Cod.. .4 60(45 50 Ligonla.10%
Pea Beans...1 75®1 85 Silver White.10
Medium_1 7541 85 Centennial.10%
Bniains.
German mdl 6541 76
Yellow Eyes.l 6O4I 70IMuscatei.2 50@3 60
Irish Potatoes ..60475 LoudonLay’r3 1543 37
@12%
4 00@4 25 OnduraLay. 12
St Potatoes
Onions.3 50®3 75 Valencia.7 @10%
Sugar.
Cabbages.$104812
Turkevs.16@17 granulated t> lb.7
Chicke'ns.12@15 Extra C.6%
...

—

(Seeds.
Bed Top.2 254 2 37
®141 Timothy Seed2 00@2 10

.10412
Fowls
Ducks.

I_
Foreign Exports.

BUENOS AYKES. Bark Sarmiento—401,463
feet lumber 10,500 ft pickets 24,573 yds cotton
duck.

week,
Suffering intensely with rheumatism
I tried Atlilophoros. The first dose gave me great
relief, and three doses entirely cured me, I not
having had the slightest touch of the disease
since. George Bray, Orange, Conn.
Two doctors

were

man uuwug nw
“1 tell von the

disputing by

a

bedside of

the

a

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Jan. 2». 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00; short cuts 13 25; backs
13 50; light backs 12 50; lean ends 13 00@13 25;
pork tongues $13 *13 26; prime mess at $12 25@
12 75 ;extra prime at 9 75@$10 25; mess, old, at
10 75@11 00; do new at *12 00; Western prime
mess pork at 10 76@11 75.
Lard 0y3@6»ic 1? lb in tierces ;7 Vi @7 Vic in 10ib
7Vi@73/ic in 5-lb pails; 7%@8c in 3-tb

pails;
’’Plains

9V4@10c

©

lb, according

to

_

too freely
A gentleman who had indulged quite
him in
and hadn’t had the discovery made for
home
by a
season to get a carriage, was helped
was very grateful m an
He
very
name.
benefactor’s
his
exhilarated way, and asked
name?” satdtlie gentleman from Samaria,

goodliamaritan.

“My

himself by final effort,
^Tlie inebriate steadied
at his departing friend. -I
a

and looked dreamily
shay!” said he, "St. Pav! Did you ever get any
the
auslier to that-long letter you wrote

Ephesians?”

_

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel weak
ami bodand discouraged, will receive both mental
which are
ily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Pills,
made for the blood, nerves and complexion.

girl

in Alabama wrote

A short time ago a little
a note to the Emperor of Austria congratulating
his biitliday,
him upon the happy recurrence of
which was also her own. Last week she received
in gold,
clover
from the emperor a four-leafed
and inwith a diamond dewdrop in Its
From his Imperial Majesty, Emperor
scribed:

jentte,

Francis Joseph I,, to Charlotte Poliak.

small lOglOVic.
ib; country at 5c;
Dressed hogs, city, 6^4 @Cc
live 4^4 c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27®
28;common to good 20@25c; New York fall made
dairy 22422c; Vermont do 20@22c; selections 22
(424c; fair to good at 15®20c; winter made dairies 15@18c, as to quality ; extra Western fresh
made creamery 32@33c; good to choice 26@30c;
Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c; do fair to
good at 8411c; strictly imitation creamery, extra,
22@25c. “Jobbing prices range 142c higher than
tliese ouotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@l0Vic: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9Vi@10.
Job lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Neai-by 26427c;Eastern exts24@24 Vic;
Southern choice extras at 23@23Vsc: New York
and Vermont at 24425c; Western fresh at 23@
23Vic; good choice held stock at 20@22;Western
Dlckled 19®20c; Eastern limed 20c.
Beans—dlloice small hand picked pea at 1 05®
1 70 li busli; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 6541 60; small Vermont hand picked pea at

all words to
Hateful and exasperating
counsel iff
express is the off-hand and
transfixed
been
those who have never themselves
by the barb of misery, to make light of it and

beyond
perfunctory

throw It off.

“Madam, can you tell me why two womeu stop
in the middle of a street-crossing to talk?”
“I suppose they do It for the same season that a
man rushes at top of his peed to get across the
track in front of a train, and then stands and
watches the train go by.” The gentleman changed
the subject.

Clipped from Canada l’resbyterian, under sig
nature of C. Blackett Hobinson, Propr.: I was
cured of oft-recurring bilious headaches by Burdock Blood Bitters.
_

He (solemnly) “You had a very narrow escape
last night. Miss Julia.”
mean?”
She—‘-Why, what do you
dream about you.
He_“Welf vou see I hadtoakiss
about
you, when the
I thought I was just
woke
housemaid rapped at the door, and I must up.
go!”
She (after a short pau»e)-“That girl

Apples-Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 1150;
50;
fancy Maine baldwins 1 75; No 1 greenings

No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $20 00@$21; fair to
good at *18@$19; choice Eastern pine *16@*18;
Fair to good ifo at $15@$16; poor do at $13:a*14:
East swale $ll@$12.Rye straw,choice, *204*21.
_

*114*12 ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 75c;doHebron 7o @ —c ;
N H Rose 65470c; Me Central 05@70c; Burbank
seedlings 70c; N Y Hebrons 65460c; do Rose 55
@60c; do proliftes 55@60c.
oat straw

The Wool Market.
BOSTON,Jan. 27. 1886.—The following Isa
of
list
prices quoted this afternoon!
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37 @38
Choice XX.34 @36
“c -33
Fine X.
Medium.36 @38
30
@ 32
Coarse.

Michigan—

...

Extra and XX.

__

@35

Medium.34
Common.28
Other Western—
Fine and X.

F

__

ii

_jan28diw

EB
/
/5ak«C

_

dull.

LATER.
NEW YORK, Jan. 28, 1886-Wheat closed
steady at 92c casli; January nominal at JlYsiffi
91% c; February at 93% c; March 92c asked.
Corn closed steady at 61 Vic cash; 60c asked for
January; 49%c for Feb: 48%c for March.
Oats steady at 37%c Jan.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 28,1886.—Wheat closed quie
at
at 92ya@94c cash; 92c bid Jan. Corn steady
33%®34c bid cash. Oats steady at 28Vic cash
DETROIT, Jan. 28, 1886.—Wheat steady at
91 Vic bid for No 1 White cash.

W Keferencefrequired;

corner

Exchange
Congress
Gents
and are now prepared to make Ladies and
Boots in any style, at short notice.__
to the
machinist. A steady Job
Address, stating age, and
right man.
Saccarappa,
wages expected. LOCK BOX 2«0,
^

ANTED—Baker House. As good day board
as can he found for the price; twenty-five
let.
to
cent dinners a specialty; also one room
19~1
BAKER HOUSE, 20 Free St.
compitent waitress that has
had boarding-house or hotel experience.
The best references required. Address, WA1J>
BESS, Press office.___
D—Situation as order cook. Address
19-1
S. M. BATCHELGElt, Auburn, Maim-.

__

No family

Gaflfa

“A

/

WATfff.

it sitinpic

uumc

a

keeper,

Medium

for

Common.28
Pulled—Extra.27

some

Supernne.2o
No

1.18

Combine ana delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.36
Fine delaine.34
“9
Low and course.
Medium unwashed.27
unwashed.2o
Low

„„

@ 38

18-2

one

@38

f°Ar ateSydney,'NSW,
f°ft at Ekmg Kong™Jan*27, barque Edwin Keed

@29
@ 27
@ 25
@ 25
@ 3J

Smyrna washed. 18

/a

*

fe 15

Unwashed.10

Ayres.26

@28

30

27
Montevideo.
Cape Good Hope.25

@27

Australian.xr

-X

@

Donskoi.20 @ 23
Wool sustains a steady tone, with a good demand at unchanged prices.

Brighton Cattle Market
For the week ending Wednesday .Jan. 26,1886.
Amoutof stock at market—Cattle 1630 head;
Sheep aud Lambs 5824,; Swine 24,750; Veals
65; Horses 144; number of Western Cattle 1148;
Northern and Eastern Cattle, Cows,etc.,—.
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lbs, live weightExtra quality at 5 o0®6 00; first quality at 5 25®
5 62 Va ; second quality 4 12Vi'S5 12% ;third quality 3 60n4 00; poorest grades of coarse Oxen
Bulls, etc.. 3 00®3 37%.
Brighton Hides 8c p lb.
Brighton Tallow 4 vae p lb.
Country Tallow 2% c P lb.
Country Hides 7@7%e.
Calf skins 10c p lb.
Sheep and Lamb skins 1 25@1 50 p skin.
Working Oxen—Trade is slow. We note sales of
Price
Live weight.
Girth.
3200
2
§135
1 .7
2500
6
§105
1 .6
2700
7
§115
1 .6
3000
§140
.7
1
Veal Calves—Prices ranged from 2V4@6%c p
live weight.
Swine—Western fat hogs are costing butchers
4V4@4%c p ib live weight landed at the slaugh..

...

Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep 4Vi@4%c
p lb landed at the yards; Lambs at 6%®7c p
lb live weight.
_

Richmond, Va.

Memoranda.
New
Barque Surprise, (of Boston) Averill,
at Madawreckedfrom
was

The

are

received

Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Kailroad. Job*
?0V4
Mexican Central 7s..
Flint & Pere Marquette Kailroad pref.
do com... 16%
.43%
New York and New England Kailroad.
Belle Telephone.
Eastern Kailroad.
Boston & Albany Kailroad.iso
■

.,°o

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YOKK, Jan. 20, 1880.—Money on call
continues easy at 1 %@2 per cent., closing at 1 %.
Prime mercantile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange
dull and heavy. Governme bonds dull but strong.
Kailroad bonds have been moderately active anil
and
strong. The stock market continued quiet
steady after 2.15 p. m.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities;
United States bonds, ..100%
New 4%s, reg .112%
New 4%s, coup.112%
New 4s, reg.133%
New 4s, coup.120-/4
Pacific 63 of f95.120
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks;
Chicago & Alton.}16%
Chicago & Alton preferred .150

Quincy.1;“%

Chicago, Burlington &
Erie...
Erie preferred —.

New Jersey Central.14®
N ortli western.s
Northwestern preferred.
*03%
New York Central... .*
Rock island..
St. Raul ...
6t. Raul preferred.
—

Vf..

Western Union Telegraph. 09%
&

Terre Haute.

pref..
Boston Air Line.•
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 5 y
ao

Canada Southern.
Chesapeake & Ohio.

Igvs

preferred
J.®
Del. & Hud. Canal.. «>0
Del., Lack. & West.ll«8/8
1st

10V3
Den & Rio Grande.
K. Tenu., V. & .Ga. *
'*
do uref.
Houston & Texas. s5„
Mobile & Ohio.
do

J*

pref.

Kichmond & Danville.
Adams

7°

Express...

American Express./»
U. S.

,.

Sell

PWlfynvrdf0lJj

stove.

Domestic Potrs.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 27th. ship Danl Barnes,

sch Meyer & Muller,

Lina May, Cook, for

*

NOHivLK—Ar 27th, sell Cyrus Hall, Coombs,
Mobile for Fall River, (with loss of jibboom and

NEWS —Ar 27th, sch Daylight,

Hodedjm..Salem..

p»™;

jBALTIMORE^Sld ita below^Sth, sch Horace
Frank
BAr27tli,f6clf
In Annapolis Roads

O Dame, Rogers, Boston.
2,r>tl), sell Broxie B Rokcs,
Robertson, from Jacksonville lor Baltimore.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 27tb, sell Albert L Butler, Cates, Demarara.
,,,
NEWCASTLE, DEL—In port 26th, barque Edw
Cushing, Biekmorc, from Philadelphia for CarE Amsdenas; schs Martin V B Chase, and Mary
den. do for Boston ; Norman,
Hunt
Belle
sells
Brown,
NEW YORK—Ar 27th,
Rockland; John Douglass. Jordan. Providence.
I ort
R
Faulkner,
Emma
Smith,
Clii 27th, sells
Spain; Lewis A Hodgdon, Hodgdon, for Port au
Galveston.
Prince; Lizzie S Haynes, Sawyer,
Passed the Gate 27th, sch Addle M Bird, Cushman

from New York for Boston,

PERTH AMBOY—Sid 27th, sch B W Morse,

27th,
BPR0VHH5NCE—Sid
to load

Fred W Chase,
Nason Milford. Ct,
guano for Savannah.
DUTCH ISLAND IIARBOK-Ar 27tll,sch MagYork for Portgie J Chadwick, Nickerson, New
sch

in' West Bay, schs Nathan Easterbrook. Nelson,,
and Louise A Orr, from Providence for Baltimore.
Sid fill do 27th, schs E C Allen, (from Providence! for New Haven; Cliales M Morse.
NEWPORT—Ar 27tli, sch predC Chase, Nason,
Providence for Milford.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 26tli, sch Dolphin. Grover, South Dartmouth, to winter.
Ar 27tli, sell Winner, Frye. Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 27th, sch Cathie C Berry,

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to

every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER
marl©

STREET,

YORK.

NEW

_dly

_____

WHAT IS DYSPEPSIA?

barque Celina, Tibbetts, Buenos
Boston; brig Morancy, Wass, Anse
Ayres
St Croix, Handy, Gonaives
for
Boston;
d’Hanault
fordo; Ella M Storer, Stahl. Baltimore for do;
B
Geo S Tarbell, Higgins, Port Johnson for do; A
Perry, Look, New York for do; St Thomas, Otis,
fin
Lottie,
Creighton,
Portsmouth;
for
Baltimore
homaston for do; M A Trundv, Dodge, fm Maracaibo for Boston; Stephen G Loud, Toney, Galveston for Boston; Helen rimmpson.Avenll.fm
Thomaston for New York; Win F Collins, HigFla.
gins, Wlscasset for St Augustine,
of a tug.
Barque Celina will proceed in tow Alta V
Cole.
sch
At anchor in Tarpaulin Cove,
BOSTON—Cld 27th, sch BenJ Hale, Hall, foi
sch E & G W Hinds, Coleman, Calais

'l‘sALEM—Ar

27th, sells Prescott Hazeltine,
Flowers. Belfast for Jacksonville: Honda. Warr„n
PntnmaeCitv for Portland; Elva E PettengiU
Dodge. Bucksport for New tone. sells Speedwell.
GLOUCESTER—Sailed to 7tl>,
Rockland for New Yolk: Senator Grimes, and
Ouoddy, Calais for do; Elva It PetteugiU. Dodge,
for do;
Bucksport for do; United States, l'.astport
E & G W Hinds, Calais for do; Honda, Potomac
for
York
New
fm
City for Portland; Joe Carlton,
for do;
Ruckspor ; Metropolis, from Vinalliaven
for
do.
Woodbury, St Domingo
BOOTHBAY—Ar 27th, sell Frank A Nelson,
Lamson, Calais for Boston; Mary Eliza, Winterport for do; Mazurka, Eaue, Beliast tor Boston;
Geo Bird, Rockland tor New York.
BATH—Ar 26tli, sch Charles S Baylls, Glading,

ROCKLAND—Ar 28tli, sch Juliet, Turner, from

1

KOCKPORT—Ar 27th, sells Priscilla Brown,
and Arrival, from Portland.

Forelen Ports.

Sid fm

do pref..
1st pref. Vq
..A3..
Lake Erie & West

Elevated.A'2

Metropolitan El.

If you are surc Our j Canton.
*'
visitors are from Loudon, ana I
; Central Iowa.
fully mortified to giyc them Japan by nuswhe.

05

Galle Jan 4, ship Alice D. Cooper, Hard-

ing, (from Calcutta) for New York.Sami II NickerPassed Aiijier Dec 18. barque
son, Eaton, Iloilo for New York.
Ar at Plymouth Jan 25, sch Post Boy, Coombs,

St John, NF.
At Pernambuco Dec 20. barque Ada 1 Gould,
Hanrahan, line; sch Edw Stewart, Harlow, do.
Sid fm Aspinwall Jan 15tli, sch Alice Archer,
Fletcher, Progresso.
Ar at Barbadoes Jan 24. barque John It Stanhope, DeWinter, New York.
Ar at Trinidad 13tli, brig Sullivan, Berry, from
Boston.
Ar at Baracoa 10th inst, sch Y’ictor Ping, Harris, Charleston.
At Cienfucgos Jan 17th, barque Neptune, Hill,
for Boston; Lillian, Willey, for North of Hatteras.
..

Spoken.

Nov 23. lat 33 S, Ion 28 W, ship Granite State,
Fitz, from New Y ork for Hong KoDg.
Dec 17, lat 14 S, Ion 34 W, ship Sunrise, Tibbetts, 50 days from New York for Batavia.
Jan 10, lat 51 N, Ion 10YV, barque St James,
Cook, from Liverpool for New York.
Jan 24, oil Hatteras. sch Win M Bird, Reed,
from Charleston for Weymouth.

a
10

UNITED

STATES
hotel-

For INTEW YORK.

A

AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED—Iu every part of the
Address
State to introduce a new article.
AGENT, Press Office._25-1

AGENTS

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
22-tf
K. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.
GENTS
Agents; money In it; an article
very popular witn ladies; enclose stamp.
J. C. BARDWELL, Paxton, Mass.22-4

AGENTS

—

FOB SAEE.

SAEE—Street blankets. To close for
mill account, eight lots of square blankets, as
follows: from 90 to 60 cts., 81.00 to 80 cts., 81.25
to 90 cts., 81-35 to 81.00, 82.00 to 81.25, 83.25 to
82.25. 84.00 to .82.25. HORSE AND CARRIAGE

FOB

MART.__28-1

SAEE—Stable blankets, made, bound

and strapped, to close for account of mill; 4
FOB
reduced from 65 to 40 CtS.. SI .25 to 75 CtS.,

lnt«

liURSJS ahu
31.00 to 75 cts., $1.15 to 00 ets.
CARRIAGE MART.28-1

SAXE-Suits for horses.

By order

Dyspepsia, and none so peculiar to the high-living and rap-

FOR

SAXE—Bamboo huts and tips for easels
curtain-poles, at low prices. G. L.
BAILEY, 221 Middle Street._20-1
and
FOR

SAXE—1 horse cheap; also pressed hay

hale. B. M. JENNESS,
FOR
by the ton
Falls, Me.I9'2

near

or

depot, Steep

■ 30 R SAXE—One seven Octave
class order; also one Chestnut

J?

Plano In firstChamber Set

with black walnut trimmings, and one Pine Chamber Set, with spring beds each. Prices reasonable.
Can he seen at 173 NEAL ST.l9-*-

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
-3

J

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,

_

Ykk 2k

M
I wi

tv Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
N— insurance one-half the rate of
id-liuikii JiuUv'’ sailing vessel.
the West by the Penn. R. R., and
for
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

mission.
Round Trip $1$.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. H. SAMPSON, Agent,
JO Long Wharf, Boston.
31dtf

awl

Liverpool

Fr?£ Halifax.011

case, by regulating the bowels
and toning up the digestive

SAXE OR TO XET—House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquireof JOHN
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket

!■'

JOHNSON & LORD,

n.,~i:„aton. Tt..

Proprietors of

FOR

St._lu-2

FOR

St._l-»
FOR SAFE.

STEAM

first-class order,

in

TANNERV,

with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.
Saeo.

novl4

dtf

Maine.

Sarmatian.
Peruvian.
Polynesian.

I

Aches.|

One trial will prove its merits.
Its effects arc

instantaneous.1
Sold everywhere.!

Price 25e. p.r.d 50c.
<

_MWF&wly

febl3

Circassian._

GOOD FAMILY HORSE, supposed to be
about 12 years old, sound, kind and able:
safe for anyone to drive. Price $200.00. Address
jau25dlw*
P. O. BOX 896.
TO

I.ET.
all description

on

I.ET—Party Sleighs
A iso single and
most favorable terms.
TO tlie
double teams at short notice. Hacking promptly
of

attended to. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Robmson’s stable, 35 Green street._38-4
I.ET—A rent of six rooms. No. 2 Horton
place (Dow St.); small children no objection.
27-1
Apply to 4 Adams Court. S. W. JOY.

TO

I.ET—Lower tenement; six

rooms

in

bouse

St., to small American famTO No. 34toSpruce
JOHN W. DYER, No. 235 Commera

ily.

Apply

__2f)-1

K K

Tlie swift sea-going steamer LOIVOFELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
at 11
every Tuesday and Friday Evening,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
where
Rockland,
at
over B. & M. R. R-, touching
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
S.
S.
Co.;
&
Bangor
Boston
Bay and River with
Bar
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and
connectDesert
Mt.
Ferry,
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Milling with morning train from Bangor, &c.,
bridge and Jonesport, arriving at Maehiasport
Maearly in the evening. RETURNING, leave
at
eliiasport every Monday and Thursday MorningMt.
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at
at
and
<Sc.,
for
Boston,
with
trains
Desert Ferry
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
for
(usually connecting with Pullman Express
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information apat the various Landings.
B
1ply
3 to agents
K. CUSHING, .Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, -Me.
jan8dtf

II IIS TON

TO

19-1

3.

CHEMISTS & GENERAL DEALERS.
and
Gray’. Syrup cures the worst forms of Coughs
Gray’. Syrup cnres Sore Throat and Hoarseness
in Bronchitis.
Gray’s Syrup gives immodlate relief
Gray’s Syrup Is the best remedy for AsthmsyCough.
Gray’s Syrup relieves Croup and WhoopingIn ConGray’s Syrup is an excellent palliative
_

relieves
Gray's's'vrup’
Lungs and Chest.

all

affections

of

I.ET—Second floor of building, Nos. 31 and
33 Pearl street, 65x70, light on 3 sides, elevator and steam heat and power if desired; also
third floor, 65x50, will be ready March 1st.
7-tf
MEGQUIER & JONES. No. 320 Fore St.

TO

EET—Joiner’s shop with three good bench-

Inmortise machine and circular
TOes,of A.
K. F. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial

_

Factory Rouses Point. Wholesale Warehouse: 2S0
State Street, Boston.
■

quire

*tf

street.

YOU CAN’T BEAT THE

To L,et.

STORE

aiga-l agents for the cure of pain and disease.
Prepared from the complete virtues of fresh
Hops, Burgundy Pitch and Gums. The greatest
strengthening plaster ever Invented. Apply
one to Baokache, Crick, Rheumatism, Kidney
Pains, Stitches, Sciatica, 8oro Chest, or pain in
any part, local or deep-seated. Cures instantly,
soothos and strengthens the tired muscies.
ready to apply. Sold by drug and country
stores, 25 cents, 5 for $1.00. Mailed for price.
Proprietors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.

TO LET.
westerly part
house; contains
IN nished
laundry, bath room,

will alternately leave FRANKLIN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. in., and INDIA WHARr
unotnn fit k o’clock D. nr. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comiorwuic
and inconvennight’s rest, anti avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
1
via the various
York,
New
to
Tickets
Through
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
taken as
jK„ Mauager.

complicated
eases and those jjjade
chronic by malpractice.
tor

PHOTOGRAPHER,

pay, only

free

Bad Examination
Consultation
janlodtt
from »n. m. «o;8 p, m.

180

middle
near comer of

Street,

Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
coutf

jelO

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
Commencing

a

8

completely furrooms

besides

_dlw*

jan27

SAEE—Drug store in

town

a

largest

with best of flxtures and stock; good
Particulars ol
trade, low rent; sell at bargain.
POND & BK1TTAN, 339 Washington St„ Boston.
manner

variety of real estate,

great
exchange;
FOR
farms, Ac., for sale
several line
chances of all
or

kinds;

business
varr

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

esMALE—One of the llnest and best
steam
1
tablishod job printing offices, run by
witli
ciders
business
cash
oower doing aJ big
ahead,’ net profit last ayear about *2,600, very low
rent, fine openingfor
sTFVFN’s
oIf.\
EISS
(lerstands the business. COOPr-K
-1-1
No. 3 Tremont Bow, Room 10, Boston.

f,30R

Jna.n.niVpFRPA

TRAINS.

--

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,

For

Nashua, Lowell, Windham nud Epping
at 7..'JO a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and poillts ^ortn
at 1*05 p. m.
For Rochester, MpringvalC; Alfred, Waterboro nnd Nnco River, 7»!iO a, ui., 1.05
in.
Returning,
p. in. and (mixed) at 0.40 p.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m.. 11.20 a.
m
and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.i0 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Rorham. Snecarappa, Cumberlund
at 7.30
Mills, Wealbrook and Woodiord’,ni.
-6.30 p.
a m. 1.05, 6.20, and mixed at
at
connects
Ayer
Portland
in.
from
1.05
The
p.
the
Jund. witn Iloosnc '1'iinnel Route for
for
Worcester,
Cnion
and
at
Depot,
West,
oil
ran,
New Fork via Norwich
via Springfield, also with N. F.AN. K. K.14
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philndelphin.
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, and
With Boston A Albany K. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook J “action with through trains of Maine Central R. K.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

trainsofGrandTrunkR.lt.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. II. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W. PETERS. Supt.
oct!2dtf

_J.

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: ».00 a. in., for
Fabyans, Bethlehem, Littleton, LancasM. Johns
ter, Woodsville, Montpelier,
Newport, Biirlingfon, Nwnnton,
bury,
on connecting
all
and
points
ogdensburg,
rn.,
3.00%,.
stations.

for

Bartlett and intermediate

ARRIVALS.
ut., from Bartlett and way stations.

10.40 a.
5.55 p. m., from Hwnmon, Burlington an
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snot.
October 3,1885.
__oc3dtf

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
CHANGE OF TIME.
MONDAF, Oct. 13, 1SS5,
trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES.
For Anburn nnd Lewiston, 7.05 a. ni.,'1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00 p. in., mixed.
For florhnm, Montreal anil Chicago,1.30

On nnd after

m.

Quebec, 1.30 p.

For

m.

ABKIFALS.
From Lewiston nnd Auburn.

12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. in.
From Ciorham, 0.40 a.

3.25

m.

a.

and 7.00 p.

m.

m..

From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

TO

—

Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Nf. Louis, Omaha, Maginavv, ML Paul, Sail l.uUe City*
Denver, Man Frnnciwco,
and all points in the

Canada,

Northwest. West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. 1*. A.,
0C12dtf
_J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

California,
Japan, China,•

To

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
for all the above named
passengers and freight
of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

^Steamer
*

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

Jagan,

For Freight,' Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS A CO.,
115 Stale Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
febS

__,uf

DOMINION LINE.
1885-6-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1885-8

Connection. Tin Crnn.l Trunk Railvrny,
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m„ arrives at Buckileld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
T
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckileld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos..

*

train at
Stage connections daily with passenger
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckileld for
at Canand
Mills
Turner;
West Sumner, Chase’s
ton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Itumford Falls;
Mi"3,
L L. LINCOLN. Supt.

alQCt0dtfirettO“>3

MAIJIE CENTRAL RAILROAD
TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bnngor, Ell.worth, Ml. Desert Ferry,

Oil and after

Vanccboro, NI. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces. Mt. Stephen and Aroostook
County, 1.20p in., via Lewiston, 1.26 ana
±11.16 p. m., via Augusta; and for Bar HarB.
II.,
bor, aud Bangor Ac Piscataquis
Ill 16 p. m., for Nkowhegan, Belfast and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.26, $11.16 p. m.; V/aterville,
7.10 a. in.. 1.20,1.25, $11.15 p. ni.; and on SatHalurdays only at 5.16 p. m.; for Augusta,
lowell, Gardiner and Brunsw ick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.25, 5.15, $11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a m.,
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.T5
and Lincoln
p. in.; Rockland and Knox
B. B., 7. 10 a.m., 1.25 p. m.; Auburn and
Lewiston .it 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.. $11.15 p.
Vv tnlhrop,
ni.; Farmington, iJIoniuouth,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.20 p. m.;
Pnrmingtou via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.25 p. m.

SAILING DATES :_

I

Liverpool

pffjjgT

[

STEAMERS.

11th February.
Toronto
January, j
Montreal 118th February.
30th January, j
lehmnry.
Oregon
|2otl)
4th February
BRISTOL SERVICE:
Bor Avouuioiith Pock (Pirect).

Smooth 1
23d January.

|

STEAMERS.

,18th February.

Texas

|

Pnwtage:
Cabin.$50 and $80. .Return. $G0 and $150
..Return. «C0
Intermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
$13
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
Rate, of

11/

1/a

IVUMil.'VLi

ANNUAL

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
train is the night express with
tThe

?L15np.em.'

on
included, but not through toand
SkowEegm
Dextir or
Monday mornings or to Belfast
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mormngsfollows. The morn

davs

V v.,

India Street.

Foot of

dec8dtf

ar» due in Portland as
trains from Augusta and
Lewiston, 8.50 a. in..; the

Trains

MEETINC8.

ing

NOTICE.
annual meeting of the Maine Steamship
Company for the choice of officers, and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at their office,
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday the third day ol
February, 1886, at 10 o’clock a. m.
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
per order,
Jan. 25, 1886.jan25dtd

(COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Copartnership Notice.

the undersigned have tills day formed a copartnership under the firm name of LOTll
on
ROP, DAM & CO., for the purpose of carrying and
the wholesale Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing
in
stores
will
occupy
Fancy Goods business, and
and 123 Middle St., (Tnomnson Block,) Portland,
Me., on or about Feb. l,

1886^

L0TUK0F>

^

C. DAM.

j.-u>7dlm

5,1886._

I U1FORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

XrOB SALE BY

r, STANLEY & SON,
Also Ganeral

Manage

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
s

New England for tin

HARRISON,
BUY

MAINE

■

polut-

duced rates.

Steamer will make
Experiment not successful.
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager,
a v nooTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland November 30,1885.no30dtf
lu Insolvency.
of Insolvency for the County of Cumber
of
Maine,
January 21, A. D. 1886.
land, State
In ease of CHARLES \V. H. PETERSON, Insolvent Debtor,
is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
of
January, A. D. 1886, a Warrant In
day
Insolvencv was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Court of Insolvency for said County
of
{he
Judge
ol Cumberland, against the estate ol said
CHARLES W. II. PETERSON, of Portland,
adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-first day of January, A. D. 1880, to
which date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and {lie transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law. of said Ttahtnr
Debtor,
that a meeting of the Creditors
asto prove their debts and choose one or more ot
a
Court
at
be
held
will
signees of his estate,
Court Roomln
Insolvency to be holden at Probate of February,
said Portland, on the first day
A. D. 188(1, at ten o'clock in the
above writGiven under my band the date first
II. K. SAKwISt'ii.
tfln
of In*
Court
the
of
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger
solvency for said County of
2fc29
rourt

THIS

*,rr.etn^?Sl'v.

CumberlanjL

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

PATENT
—

WITH ITS

—

CRATE

REFLEX
SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST„

&

DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant aad Boinaic

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

THE

—

DUNHAM,

P0RTLAM,E

•

BBdconneetconivettand
ll'e

stations
gor and all Intermediate
liig roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. Auguste, Bath,
noon traius from Waterville,
the night
Rockland and Lewis on at5.4op.m-,
1. 50 a. m.
Pullman Express train at
lor
second
clam,
nml
i„ii.a Ticket* lini
on sale a, rein the l-roviace.
..M

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER
PROM

Bath*■« »•

J«er

THE

patents;

manufacturing business; desirable louging
alarm
houses too numerous to mention; also have
to exchange for hidginghouse, personal propeity
J
COOPElt A 8TE\ ENb, No.
or real estate.
-1'1
Tremont Row, Room 16, Boston.

5, 18§5.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO. Riuuford Falls and Budfield Railroad.

BTBINESS CHANCES.

enterprising
few miles from Boston;
very flue store,
FOR
and best in town; lifted up in first class

Oct.

P. M.
A. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & 0. R. R.).9.00
4.45
Bridgton Junction.10.35
5.45
Bridgton. arrive.11.36
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.55
5.56
Portland, arrive—..10.40
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

usual^^

Freight

Portland, Jan.

nursery and serkitchen,
vants’ quarters; price S75.00 per mouth.
Address with references, P. O. BOX 89G.

sale-A

\

otwA

CITY
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,

A.

of the city,

H0FFLA8TER

D. ,T. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
dti
jan5

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

WE

No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
byL. C. Young; possession given October 1.
of
JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
Enquire
aug29d’f
street

_oodlstor-ttlip

SVf owges\

FARE $1.00

saw.

Throat,

Gray’s Syrup Is superior to any medicine offered
for all the abovo complaints.
PRICE 25 CENTS.

janl]

STEAMERS.

sun

EET—A very desirable tenement of seven
rooms.
Apply at 385 CONGRESS ST., room

m., tl.00 and

f°Through°Tickets

room

of tlie house, its sanitary arrangements and perf ect
drainage with all its appointments is not excelled
in our city. Call at

a.

Leave Boston at 7.30

Returning

111.

to all pointsSoilth and Wost
for sale at Portland Bepol Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Eichange

p.

ENT—A few choice rooms at No. C39

excellent bath

respectable

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and J9.00

21st

___

"all

#

Two Trips Per Week-Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

all day, heat by steam,
130 Congress street;accommodations;
the location

by

Nl'NBAV TBAINN
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

HOUSE._23-1

'sold

18
4
18

MACHIAS LINE.

DESERT^ AND

PORTLAND, MT.

A

c.al St.

The Great North-American Remedy
for Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bron^,
^■
chitis, Loss of Voice, Hoarse^
Throat Affec-^
ness and
tions.

March

Caspian.

LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL SERVICE.

FOR SALE.
Baclcache,^

TIfF5SD^Y’
leb. 4

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
and G. P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State 8t.; Boston;
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P.
or
for
freight to H. &
passage
422 Congress St., or
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
att
nov28

18-4

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

Cramps, Sprains,
Sciatica, Burns and Scolder
Bruises, Frosted Feet <6 Jiaw,.,
and all other Faina and
A safe, sure, and effectual|
remedy for Galls, Strains.X
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on IIorses.%

|

STEAMER.

21
28
Feb. 11
25

NOVELTY CO., P. O. Box 1539, Portland, Me.

Sold everywhere*

IhENEY,
B

Nervier.

Portland

I

THURSDAY,
Jan. 14

SAXE—To hang In the window, Chris-

SAXE—3 set heavy team harness, suit
able for lumbering or any heavy teaming.
JAS G. McGLAUFLIN, Harness Manufacturer,
61 Preble

m.

lanejind

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

tian cards; moral and instructive; sent anyFOR
Address the PORTLAND
where for 10 cents.

id-eating American people.
Alcohol and tobacco produce
Dyspepsia; also, bad air, etc.
BURDOCK BLOOD
will
cure the worst
BITTERS,

organs.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

HORSE Sc CARRtAGE

SAXE—Brick-yard and farm, containing
per
tldrty acres ; capacity 100,000 bricks feet
1000
season; clay, sand and water ail within
of kiln ground; 10 feet tide water 50 feet from
particulars address
kiln ground. For further
23-1
J, Wm. MERRILL, Falmouth, Maine.

1.00 p.

Boston,5 Philadelphia

of

MART.___28-1

points

On and after Monday, Oct. I'd,
Passenger Trains will leave
:
vsdPorllaQd at 7.30 n. in., nud
--|.03 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. in. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.16
a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. in. and 5.46

we

a
hoods)
eacli from former prices.

Ma.-o^
P,;c,?‘*r’i'an !

octS___dtt

sept21-dtf

blankets,

the most prominent are: Variable appetite; faint,gnawing
feeling at pit of the stomach,
with unsatisfied craving for
food; heartburn, feeling of
weight and wind in the stomach, bad breath, bad taste in
the mouth, low spirits, general
prostration, headache, and
constipation. There is no form
of disease more prevalent than

It

Ncnrboro and Pine l'otnl 6.
ftiddr3.30. 5.45 p. m. Old
ni
12 30
ford and Kennebunk b.16, 8.40 fc
8.40
LBL,
3.30, 6.46 p. in. Wells Bench 6.15,
Bo3.80 p. ni, North Berwick, Great Falls,
and
Lawrence
rer, Exeter, Haverhill,
m.
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. ill., 12.30, 3.30 p.
naj
Alton
Boehestee, Enrmiuglon and
8.40 a. III., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.. Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket .Junction) 6.16 a. ID.,
3.30 p. in.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. in.
•Tlie 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. in. connects with
West and South; the 12.30
Kail Lines to
with Sound Lines lor New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. ni., and Boston at 8.30 a. in. and

Portland and Worcester Line.

SAXE—Fine extra kersey horse blankets.
By order of manufacturer to close, we
one lot
shall sell 3 lots 40 inch kersey
richly ornamented at a reduction of 70cts to $1316
&
CARRIAGE
HORSE
each from former prices.

iAOR

WESTERN DIVISION.
TBAINM LEAVE PORTLAND
m.
Boston at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p.
Boston for Portland 8.30a. m.,
P'^"

Wharf on Wednesdays
Returning, leave Pier
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
J. B. COYLE, jr.
m.
Saturdays at 4 p.
General Agent

mis

Treats

no

nov20___.

^ALLAN LINE.

shall sell 15 suits (blankets
IAO manufacturer
reduction of from $3 00 to $5.00
at
and

Pis-

medicine.

Office,

COYLE. JR., Geu’l Manager.

MART._28-1

WILSON, ALONZO S. DAVIS,
SPECIALIST,
No cure

care

Among the many symptoms
nf Dvsnensia or indigestion.

S*luportfor26tli,

HAi" 28tii,

to

BOOT and shoe salesman for the State of
Maine. To a first class man who has an established route and an established trade that he
can control, amounting from 860,000 to 8100,000
per vear; liberal arrangements will be offered.
A. J. STEARNS,
None others need apply.
Wholesale Dealer in Boots and Shoes, 185 Conjan27d.3w*
gress St., Boston, Mass.

26th, sch Henry A
^VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
from East Chop, where she has been ashore

express..

Wells. Fargo express.
Louisville & Nasn.. 32/8
St Paul & Omaha. 3','*
do pref.
Union Pacific 1st .AA.S {}
.
do Laud Giants
do Sinking Funds.1T,n7f
St Louis & Sail Fran.

Manhattan

WOLFE’S

PENSACOLA—Ar 27th, barque Gem, Bray,

^NEWPORT'

Building.

WASTED.

Ships Gatherer, for Queenstown; Emi-

27th, barque John Baizley, Shepard, Sagua;
°CM
sell Mary Sanford, New York.

1

Illinois Central..1*9..
Lake Shore. 6"%

Alton

totally
Zanzibar,
urevious to Jan 25th.
the
Juliet, ot Ellsworth, which sunk in
had a
gale of the 9th, off Deef Island, Boston,
the
by
dressed
shipped
granite,
cargo of 285 tons
A contract
Mt Waldo Granite Co of Frankfort.
lies
vessel
The
the
save
cargo.
has been made to
in 50 feet water and will be broken up.
NYork.
Sell J Kennedy, of and from Calais foi loss ot
with
before reported at Winter Harbor
will
and
retittted
prolias
sails and small spars,
the great
ceed first fair wind. She was out in
HarWhiter
reached
she
when
gale of Jan 9 and
left.
bor had only gall-topsail and flying Jib
K
San Francisco, Jail 19—Ship
lat 27 2J N, ion
from New York, reports. Sept lo,
but
5‘) 15 W. was in collision with barque Jorva, bow
The barque had her
sustained no damage.
York for

^NORFOLK—Cld 26th, sch

piano

a

& Gibbs Straw
Machine for Ladies' goods, tine
work. CATON BROS. & BIN BY,
Foxboro, Mass.
dlw
jan28

Tabor,

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

barque John C Smith
York.
Oliver, Snare, fm

Foss from Hong Kong for New
P
At Bahia Dec 26, sell Susie

CHARLESTON—Cld 20th,

that the'ele-

to know

WANTED—Every
gant steel lined Leathekoid Trunks,
the LEA.THEK011) MANUKAGmanfuactured

WANTED—Experienced Opera-

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
BosSid fin Antwerp Jau 26, ship Hagarstown,
S
SanHenry
Jan 27, ship

ville: Stephen

apply

tors for Wilcox

FROM

@34

California.14
Texas.IB
Canada pulled.-•>
Do Combing....
Buenor

30
33
40
25

destination. "©''Freight receivedupto 4.00 p. M.
at the Union
For Tickets mid Staterooms,
Ticket Office. 40 Exchange St., or for other inforFirst National Bank
mation at Company’s

FEMALE HELP.

&

—

ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
MONDAY and THURSstreet,
State
every
foot of
DAY at 5.00 P. k, for EASTPORT and ST.
connections.
above
with
JOHN,
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to

Addresa BOX 1713, Portland, Me.

business.

liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY,-Piano and Organ Tuner. P.O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
Station, Portland. Me.15-4

V1Ba*que
Co.
Lewis

A?EKNANDINA-Ar 27tU, sch Wm H Stuart,
^^AVANNAjA—Cld 27tli, sell June Bright, Bar°Al!j7 til! sell Henry P Simmons, Graoe, PliipsNellie S Pickering, for Jacksonblsfei 27tn, sellsBennett,
for Port Royal.

*2

@
@
@
@

an

man

or

them less

Cleared.
LeaShip Charger, Conoliy, New York—Chase,
Sarmlento, Gould, Buenos Ayres-K

®

@35

33

active

cash,by
purchase
with good business experience;
business
WANTED-To
well established
the whole of
interest

an

clusive

100,000

'5

_19-1

ex-

Sch0Daisy,1

St'sld 27tli,1

Address

pay; good reference.

will work for small
S. 12, This Office.

NE¥S.

gascar
^

home

at

can

or

owning

„

AND ALL PARTS OF
Bruiiawicli, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwnrd. Island, and Cape Rreton.
—

a

person
know that all instruments under my
WANTED—Every
will be kept clean inside, rendering

THURSDAY, Jan. 28.

Dec 8

living

man

young
situation as bookkeeper, assistant bookWANTED—By
make myself useful;
where I
clerk,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

PassedNew Anjier

v'*

__JanlSdSm

IS5£

°

hud

TURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
Wardstrongest and bests trunks in the world.
robe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
delivered
anytravellers,
commercial
trunks for
Send for illustrated cirwhere in New England.
cular.

.::I:°7 Hi*™*}\

—

Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.

by

MINIATURE ALMANAC... JANUARY 29.

FOB

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N.B., HALIFAX, N. S.

Tb.

servic e,
rfferl Sunday, October 11, 1885*

^or

STEAMSHIP CO.,
flew

pasnengeb train

in

and 9.00 a. ill. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. in. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. ill., 1.00 and 6.00
For Portsmouth and Newburypoit at
n 111
6.00 p. m. For
2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and
Nnlem
III.
An.esbi.rr 9.00a. 111. and 6.00 p.
a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
9.00
and
2.<X>
and Is v ii ii at
trains.
ABS on almve
p. m. PULLMAN C
t'jiie 9 oo a. in. and 1.00 p. ni. tiains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
train
tTlie 6.00 p. m. train connects »ith night

International
—

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

16 00 p.

STEAMERS.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Ajtaz

piiifadelphia.New York..Laguayra-.Feb 10

Arrived.

fentleman

who wants to test the
merits of Mrs. Allen’s Instantaneous Croup
& CO.’S drug
WHIFFLE
Remedy to call at W. W.
aim
store, Market Square, before February 1st,
j4t*L

hotmGHINQ
;S?id

s*HARD
*?*°*.
«■'><» un,w”d.SO'lp

lfl-1

LET—A finely furnished room, with furat
nace heat and gas; in the second story',
No 22 Wilmot St. Also two 7-octave piano fortes
to let at a very low figure, at 114ya Exchange
18-1
St., at W. P. HASTINGS’S Warerooms.
LET—A furnished front room, heated and
lighted, with or without board, suitable for
Inquire
and wife or two young men.
4 BROWN STREET.lb-1

WANTE

WANTED—Everybody

ican.

La Have, with
Sch Hattie Maud, Burgess, from
1
NB, with
Manan,
Gilley, Grand
frozen herring for a market.

_21'1

LAND STREET.

prime

MARINE

to do general
179 OUSIBER-

capable girl
Enquire at

WANTED—A

..

or

in

treatment
outgrowing joints
win
ing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty,
call at residence if desireu without extra charge.
Corns removed for 26 cents.___21"—

“-

.Feb 4
Kheatia .New York. .Hamburg ..Feb b
New York. .Liverpool.
..
6
..Feb
City of Berlin.... New York.. Liverpool.
Havana.beb a
Niagara.New York .Bremen.....
b
.Frb
..New York.
Main
York.. Liverpool.... beb 9
Wyoming.New
h
10
Feb
Janeiro
Ilio
.New York..
Finance

LET-2

that Mrs. Dr.

know

housework.
WANTED—A

OR sm

nicely furnished rooms,

3«>-l
at 202 CL MBii.RLaN I) ST.
TOwith board Pleasant,
witli
rooms
lodging
LET—Furnished
Portland Company. Inboard,
TOwithout
of J. C. WOODMAN, 105V-J Exchange St.,

WANTED.-Ladiesto
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
and ingrowof corns,

’dly

«5BffM

CO._21-tf

ply

Me.____

ST.__21~1

.New York. Hayt..

ap-

WANTED-A

is
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 28,1886,-Cotton market
sales
fairly active; uplands 6d; Orleans at 5y8d;
bales.
600
8.000 bales; speculation and export
LIVERPOOL.January 28,1886.—Winter Wheat
at 7s®7s 2d;
steady at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat,
California average 6s 7d®6s 9d; club at 6s 9d@
new: peas 6s
7s; corn,mixed Western,4s iy8d for
for
6d Provisions, &c.—Fork, new mess at 51sand
Drinie Eastern; bacon at 30s for short clear
for
lard,
60s
American;
cheese
29s for long clear;
Western at 32s 6u; tallow 26s for Amer-

Alene

particulars

TO
ST___28-1
A good cook; recommended*
WANTED
?anat21l STATE ST., forenoons. 28-1
to know that B. F. WHITTO
store
WANTED—All
NEY &CO. have taken the
B ock,
Sts., m the Davis
&

WANTED—A

York..Havana.Ian 28
City Washington.New York
Havana.Jan 28
Newport.New
Y'ork..Havana..... Jan JO
Saratoga.New York..
Liverpool... beb 2
Alaska.New
Albano.New York. .Kingston. &c beb 33
St Germain.New York Havre.beb 4
eb
Clenfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos.. bFeb
4
..New York..Havana
Aim
4
...Feb
York..Liverpool
Celtic .New

chambers over B. B.

spacious
& Co. For full
TOtoFarnsworth
WOODMAN, TRUE &

dr of LAURA TRIBLER. G1 Fore St.

lady of experience wishes a
situation as nurse. Apply 14 MECHANIC

28

TO

quire

tttisTKD-a girl to do general housework.
at 64 GANFORTH

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

ROOM

near

WANTED.

k.

LONDON. Jan. 28, 1886.—Consols 100 1-16.
LONDON, Jan. 28,1886.—U. S. 4s, 125%.
LONDON, Jan. 28,1886,-[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat dull. Cargoes on the passage and for shipment, wheat slow; corn firm. At Liverpool, «pot
de
wheat quiet but steady, and corn in moderate
mand. Weather in England cold.

BOARD-Front room on first
floor, furnished or unfurnished, with board,
at reasonable rates; also table board, Gents #3.00;
Ladies #2.50 per week, CHADWICK HOUSE,
2;,-l
Congress St., rear of Odd F'ellows Hail.
LET—Rooms at 72 FEDERAL ST.; bath
room, hot and cold water.__1
and

LET—The

W
RMofrON.616

i

receipts 160Bush.
Corn lower; Mixed Western spot at 40@40ViC;
do future at 47%®50c; sales 168,000 bush; receipts 79,800 bush.
Oats unchanged; State at 38®43c; Western 87
®43c; sales 46,000 busli, including No 2 for May
at 371/4C; receipts 30,400 bush.
Beef unchanged. Fork firm. Lard dull. Sugar

FOR

HAKKlo
Mechanics

tttphVESDAY EVENING a heavy traveling
cheek between
shawl, black and white
streets. Return to
Eastern depot and Cushman
rece vc
St. aiu
Congress
W
reward.

/

Vic lower, afterwards ruled stronger
recovered from decline;No 1 White nominal .-salts
120.000 bush No 2 Red for February- at t)oy8@
91 %c; sales 48,00» do March at 92V4@92%C;
48.000 bush do for April at 93%@94s/aC;728.000
do May at 96 396%c; 160,000 do June 90396% ;

FROM

at

Lost.

Wheat

@ 30

..

shouldi

HALL.

Wayne.140

Sarnia.Portland... -Liverpool... Jan

_

get 2 etegant Cabinet
o

Cake
no UN D-The best place to buy Wedding
§99 CongressSt.
at DEERING’S Bakery,

& Wiikesbarre.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 2», 188G.-Flour is Iquiet;
sales 11,600 bbls; State 2 75®5 60; Ohio 3 10®
5 25 ^Western at 2 76@5 60; Southern 3 4036.0).
and

....

Union Pacific stock .
are sure this Is
Gentrai Pacific. J3
Young Mrs. Vassarline—‘‘You
Mr.
Grocer?
I
Hannibal & St. Jo. 33
tea,
breakfast
real English

“Wel^ei’,inakeaaIpound

«

Domestic Markets.

1

•.

The medicinal and pharmaceutical professions
indorse Colgan’s Taffy Tolu and use it freely in
their families. They know it to be healthful.

Fort

place

Panel

nr

div.44g '*

Lehtgli

size and

cure;

_

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too heartyone of Carter’s
eating is relieved at once by taking
Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner. Don’t
forget this.

..JJ®

Denver & R. Gr.
Kansas lsts. Den
Oregon Nav. ..444

to

FOUND—ThePhotos for $1.00
GALLERY, 618 Congress St., opposite

_

— ..

liver is diseased,’ said one.
“Nonsense, nothing of the kind. It Is the
other.
the
said
spleen,”
“Very well, we shall see who is in the light at
the post mortem examination.”
Hearing which, the patient became real mad
He began to imand got up and dressed himself.
hasn’t known a sick day
prove from that time and
since.

99J4

Central Pacific ..444

@16

Geese.
! Clover.10%@llc
Apples.
Cheese.
No. Spy.2 00@2 501
251
Vermont.... 10 @11%
Snow
.2|0042
Tallmau Swts2 00®2 26 N.Y. factory 10 @11%
Batter.
Nol BaUiwinsl 50@1 761
24@25
1 2541 5 0 Creamery » lb.
Greenings
Gilt Edge Ver
21@23
Evaporated IP lb 8@llc Choice.18420
Good.16(a*l6
Lrmonii.
Florida.4 50@5 00 Store.10@12
50
Messina.4 00®4
Malagers.3 0043 50 Eastern extras...25@26
Canada & Western.. .25
Oranges.
Florida.4 0044 50 Island.25
Limed.19421

ter houses.

for

Erie ..

***“"“’

disease^ |.lcurilt)lo
I
fJJJLSJLtiile' physicians.
them. 1 find

Dr. Reed treats all ohronic
heir to; all cases that

and
ure
by the allopathic
will take their case to tr»
s „jveB up to die can
about four-fifths of thcas ^
ietter
place of residence and
boh".hmV
.econd
Examination
itamp and *2 00.
irrr.
sleht and consultation
"OVtOdSm
® «*' “
OtBcc Hour. » "•

Uo"i;E|”‘d"

oneVcent

tShieaiid

jj3tauce

TI-T it

TERRIBLE TIMES.

press.

Portland Visited

29.
FRIDAY MORNING, JANUABY

advertisements to-dai.
amusements.
Literary Association.
Entertainment—Grattan
Parlor.
Bijou Skating
Assembly—Cumberland Rowing Association.
NEW

W. W. Thomas, Jr.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice—Hoyt. Fogg & Donliam.
Wanted—V amper.
For Sale or Rent-Brick House.
Wanted—Salesman.
Special Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.
A Terrible Tale.

Give your children B. II. DOUGLASS & SONS’

MW&F

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s
Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner. Don’t
Jan2Gd&wlw'
forget this.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNKY.

Thursday.—State vs. Cordis L. Longley. Complaint for search and Seizure, appealed from tlie
Municipal Court. Verdict guilty.
George Libby, Assistant County Attorney.
D. A. Meaher.
The next case was a nuisance
indictment
His
same
the
respondent.
counsel, Hon.
against
Wilbur F. Luut, said that tlie iudictment covered
the same time and same place, as was involved in
the search and seizure case; that undoubtedly
some of that evidence would he introduced by the
government in this case, hut it was not to lie expected under our frail organization and the
nature of mankind that this same jury could hear
all tlie evidence without forming such an opinion
as would necessarily bias and prejudice tlieir
minds and lead them in the trial of this case into
a position which tlie law and constitution docs
not contemplate.
It is not the fault of tlie jury,
but results from the constitution of the human
mind. He moved that the case be continued
until the next term.
Judge Bonney said that of late years he had
had but one Jury, as lie found that the business
could be done quite as rapidly and as well as witli
two juries, and a large saving was thereby made
to the county. He thought the jury were perfectly right in tlieir verdict in tlie searcli and seizure
case; in fact, under the evidence lie did not sec
how tlie verdict could well be otherwise, but he
thought there was good reason tor not compelling
tlie respondent to go before tiie same jury upon
tliis indictment, which Includes the same time as
tlie search and seizure, the same place, and
perhaps tlie same evidence, if there were enough
jurors to constitute another panel, he should com
pel tlie respondent to go to trial, blit as there
were not the case should be continued until the

otitic V». iUdUUcn

v«vuj.

ixppvai

Destruc-

Fought

and

Conquered,
these

Conditions,

by

Our

Brave Laddies.

CAPSICUM COUGH DROPS for tlieir Coughs,
Colds and Sore Throats; they will cure speedily
are harmless and pleasing to tlie taste.

a

Fires

Destructive

Two

Under

niS ONLY MEDICINE FOR 2G YEARS.
Chester, Orange Co., N. Y., April 7,1885.
Brandreth’s Pills have been my only medicine
or the past twenty-five years.
By taking two
every night for thirty nights I cured myself of a
fery bad attack of Rheumatism and Biliousness.
Never lost a meal, and attended to my business
during tlie time. I have also found them one of
the best blood purifiers and liver regulators in
the world. Will be glad to answer enquiries.
CHARLES H. WERTELVELT,
.1 ustiec of tlie Peace.
eod&w
jan25
'_

next term.

Most

The Streets in Darkness and the Fire
Alarm System Disabled.

Lecture—non.

Richard Collins paid 8344.07 on
dictment and a search and seizure.

a

tive Storm.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

oct2I

by

nuisance in-

iium

luuiuir

pal Court on a search and selzere complaint.
Jury disagreed.
George Libby, Assistant County Attorney.

D. A. Mealier for defendant.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

The city of Portland was visited yesterday
by the most inconvenient storm of the season.
The rain, which began falling Wednesday
night so encouraged the Horse Railroad Company that they put on a heavy crew and began to break out the railway tracks. At
3.30 a. m. yesterday the rain had increased so
and the ice was found so impacted
upon the track resisting the plow, that the
company gave up the idea of trying to clear
the road and the workmen were ordered to

rapidly

shovel the snow back again, and the company will now wait for a more favorable opportunity. The travel had to content itself
with the sleigh-cars, and, if ever a plenty of
cars on rails were needed, last night was the
time. The company were wise however in
avoiding all liability by accident.
When the citizens looked out of. their windows, yesterday morning, the trees presented
laden
a beautiful spectacle, the branches
with ice; but it proved a sad spectacle in its
results. As the steadily falling rain froze on
the branches, and no sun came out later to
melt the ice, the branches gradually succumbed to the weight and fell with greater
or less crash, according to their size, to the
ground. Late in the afternoon many of the
streets in the upper part of the city were
made almost impassible by the debris of
The danger to life
small and large wood.
wfiK
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BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The messengers of the B. & 0. appeared in
uniforms yesterday.
Vincent Chautauqua Circle meets tliis evening with Miss Hoyt, 171 New Higli street.
The Cumberland Bowing Association dance
was postponed, owing to the storm, to Tuesday evening next.
Clark & Chaplin will cut 100,000 tons of ice
at Swan Island, in the Kennebec, and are to
new

s<»mp

trefi limlis

ns

a man's leg came tumbling
to the ground with the slightest breath of
wind. Fortunately it was almost a windless
day. In some cases whole trees fell as in
the case of one on. Cumberland street, or

large around

as

were split in halves by the weight of their
branches, as was noticed in one of the splendid old elms in front of the Winslow pottery
at Deering, and in front of the Anderson

Free street. Tops of trees were
taken off as if they had been sawed off
square. In Lincoln Park, it is thought, that

mansion

on

most of

the trees are irretrievably ruined.
Twenty were all broken up last night. Down
in Deering Oaks, and on State street, immense injury has been done to historic trees.
At night the drivers of teams had to keep a
constant watch in many of the streets in
order to pick their way in the darkness.
The condition of the telegraph, telephone
and electric light wires was something terrible. The great number of wires, loaded
with ice, bent the poles over to several degrees out of plumb, so that the poles looked
like a line of tipsy men reeling along the
street. Wires broke, and the ends were in
some cases grounded, and in others struck

against buildings.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

THVB8DAV.—Michael Butler.
Intoxication.
Five days in the county jail.
Frank lingers.
Vagabond and idle person.
Thirty days ill the county jail.

fnr

During yesterday the fire

struck
frequently, but this was
owing to the wires being crossed by other
wires. Almost every telephone circuit was
broken, so that means of communication
could not be depended upon. The fire alarm
weakened, and the Marshal gave orders to
the police force and special watchmen to use
alarm

vigilance during the night. The electric light company tested their circuits and
extra

at 4.301>. m. turned on the current, but in
consequence of the masses of ice accumulated on the wires by which constant breaks

occurred, the city authorities, upon representation of the telephone and fire alarm
superintendents that there was danger of
commence work immediately.
communicating fire to dwellings and stores
should the electric light current be turned
The lecture by William E. Gould, Esq., in
the Mechanics’ course, which was advertised on, ordered the electric light company not to
turn on their current, and consequently the
for last night has been postponed until further notice on account of the storm.
city was not lighted last night and the streets
AVe have received from Boring, the printer were in darkness. This again emphasizes
the necessity of being able to use the gas
cards neatly printed, bearing the storm signals which will bo displayed on the Union’ when the electric light fails.
The telegraph, both Western Union and
Mutual Insurance Company’s building.
Baltimore & Ohio, gave out during the day,
The Kansas City Times says Gledhill
pawned all his jewelry, he was so destitute, and only one wire was in use on the former
and tried to shoot himself, but was prevented line in the afternoon. To add to the general
discomfort the rain fell steadily, and the
by the bystanders.
slush and water in the
streets made the
A special train will be run over the Portland & Bochester railroad Saturday evening,
walking very disagreeable.
from Gorham to Portland and return, for the
accommodation of those who wish to attend
the ’’Devil's Auction.”
Whitewood, whicli is coming into use for
interior finish in place of pine, takes a handOne firm has received 100,000
some stain.
feet from Tennessee. Yellow birch is being
used in place of cherry.
There was a slight fire in a tenement house
on Danforth street, near May street, last
evening, caused by the upsetting of a kero-

lamp. Tlie flames were extinguished
by neighbors before there was any serious
sene

loss.

In

J. T. Stubbs’ art gallery, Congress
lwi
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of Mrs. Alice Patterson of Baltimore, formerly Miss Alice Gerry of this city,
by Mr. F. A. Shaw. It is to be reprodued in
marble. Probably the beauty of his model
We think the
is the reason of its fineness.

plaster,

artist has found her happiest expression.
At the session of Longfellow Lodge, No
43, Knights of Pythias, held at Castle Hall,
Wednesday (evening, Wm. S. Banks, in behalf of Longfellow Lodge, with a few well

chosen remarks, presented to Past Chancellor John F. Barrett, a beautiful Past ChanPast Chancellor Barrett
cellor’s jewel.
thanked the brothers in an appropriate manner for their presentation.
The Massachusetts railroad committee

postponed to next Tuesday, at 11 o’clock, by
agreement of the parties, the hearing on the
petition for a ratification of the lease of the
Worcester, Nashua & Rochester to the Boston & Maine.
Mr. George O. Sliattuck ap
peared for Gordon Dexter, T. Jefferson Coolidge, A. A. Lawrence and other remonstrants
and asked that the petitioners be required to
produce certain records and votes of the
Worcester & Nashua, in regard to stock dividends, ownership, transfer of shares, etc.,
from 1882 to the present.
PERSONAL.
Governor Robie will take a

trip

to Wash-

ington shortly.
Dr. A. K. P. Meserve and family left for

Jacksonville, Fla., yesterday,

where the

Doctor will take his vacation.
Rev. A. A. Smith of Yarmouth has been
called to the pastorate of the Boston Baptist
Bethel.
The following were the arrivals at the Falmouth yesterday: W. Metcalf and wife,
Thomaston;

jn. a. Dick-

TV.i'isner, isatn;
crman, Lowell, Mass.; R. A, Barlow, Detroit, Mich.; ex-Gov. |Plaisted, Augusta; W.
Norton, Lynn; C. A, Smythe, New York;
M. A. Parker, Boston.

Maine Central

Directors.

The monthly meeting of the dirctors of
the Maine Central railroad was held at the
general offices of the company in this city
yesterday afternoon. It was voted to authorize the president to ratify the agreement with
the City of Portland in regard to the lot of
land at the West End, which was transferred
to the road with the understanding that the
workshops of the company would be erected
on it.
A committee of which the president
is chairman was appointed to consider the
question of rebuilding the repair shops. A
committee consisting of the President, Messrs. Wm. G. Davis, John Ware and H. N.
Jose, was appointed to confer with a committee from the Boston and Maine Railroad,
shonld such a committee be
appointed, in regard to the advisability of erecting a union
passenger station at the Congress street

crossing.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Westbrook—Moses Q. Hezelton to George T.
Springer, land. $1.

Falmouth—Rasmus Jensen and others to Leon
Winslow, land and buildings. $1,300.
Windham—Isaiah IX. Baker to Jacob M. Legrow, land. $300.
Raymond--Charles B. Small to Rufus Small,
land. *1,200.
Charles B. Small to Albert G. Strout.laud. *G00.
Charles B. Small to Rufus Small, land and buildings. *1 and other consideration.
M.

Sons of Veterans.
Shepley Camp, Sous of Veterans with their
friends had quite an enjoyable time last
night at Grand Army Hall. The entertainment consisted of music by ten of the Fife,
Drum and Bugle Corps, together with banjo
solos and music by individual members of
the Camp.

Tire railroad trains found their telegraphic
communication interfered with, and the
ouj/j/cij

iauo

ucuijrcu.

bucut

have not heard of any
than forty minutes.
we

aumcHUiii. uuii

one

that was later

In the harbor there was no sea, the water
being quiet. It was quite thick outside.
Owing to the condition of the wires, the

general alarm for the omission of the
noon schools yesterday was not rung.
In

Pine

street

last

night,

after-

immense

an

stretched across the street, just
above the bend in the street, making it almost impossible for a team to get under it.
Deering street was nearly blocked. A fine tree
near President DeWitt’s house on Deering
street, lost most of its best branches, and
also those on New Higli street. Park street
was in bad condition.
The trees on Danforth street are said to be
a wreck.
The electric light pole in Market square
was almost over at 9 o’clock last night.
bough,

Cedar street was obstructed with limbs of
trees, and the sidewalks in Green street. In
the former street a big tree was split in the
middle and a bird-house, which stood in the
crotch was left attached to one half of the
trunk.
On South

street a big branch had been
torn from the fine tree in front of A. W.
Longfellow’s house and completely obstructed the sidewalk.
A small tree on Centre street was broken
short off about half way to the top, and the
trees on the Clapp place on Congress street

suffered severely.
Dr. Hill, who arrived home from Massachusetts last night, said that it took the
train seven hours on the Boston and Albany
to go from Sprinfield to Boston owing to the
branches of trees scattered on the tracks.
A branch of a tree as large as a man’s leg
fell near the corner of Chestnut and Cumberland streets, and broke down the small
balcony in front of a house in its fall.
A serious accident is reported to Mr.
Thomas G. Loring, the well-known apother*arv

at.flip

pnrnpr

nf Fprlpral

and

Fvphanpp

streets. He stepped into the yard in front
of his house, at the corner of Oxford and

Pearl streets,when a large branch of a Balmof-Gilead tree fell and struck him a glancing
blow on the back of the neck, prostrating
him. He was taken into the house and Dr.
Bray called. The Doctor says Mr. Boring
has suffered a concussion of the spine, and
it may be a week, or much longer, before he
gets out again. He is paralyzed in his lower
limbs.
Fire on Central Wharf.
At about half-past nine last evening H. J.
Butler, the fireman on the Grand Trunk
shifting engine No. 10, discovered fire in the
wooden buiMing on Central wharf, next below the store of W. S. Dana. Engineer
Mitchell at once sounded an alarm on the
whistle of his locomotive and an alarm was
also rung upon one of the church bells. The
crew of the ferry boat Cornelia H. and the
captain of a schooner lying at the wharf
discovered the fire at about the same time.

The building

occupied by Foss

& Deering, wholesale grocers, in whose portion the
fire originated; J. S. Winsiow & Co., ship
stores; J. S. York & Son, sail loft; J, Mcwas

Keown, rigger; Orlando Nickerson, ship
broker, and the Central Wharf Towboat

Company.
When discovered the fire had evidently
been under way for some tiuie, and the|interior of Foss & Deeriug’s store was burning fiercely. The department responded to
the alarm with commendable promptness,
considering the fact that the alarm system
could not be used and the lalmost impassable
All five steamers
condition of the streets.
were brought into service and a number of
streams were soon playing upon the burning
building. The fire boat was promptly on the
spot. The men at first worked from the
ladders ancL'it looked as if, aided by the
slate roof, they would
keep the flames inside
the building and confine the fire to the store
of Foss & Deering.
The flames, however,
worked into the upper
stories, and burst
through the walls and roof, the whole upper
end of the building and the
upper stories in
the lower end burning like a furnace.
The
firemen then exerted themselves to save the
stock of J. S. Winslow & Co., on the ground
floor in the lower end of the building, and in
this they were successful, the damage there
being by water only. The other portions of

fhe building, and the roof, were'entirely destroyed, the walls alone being left standing.
The cause of the fire is unknown. The
store was locked up and left as usual and
there was nothing in it likely to liaye set
fire to the building.
Foss & Deering had a heavy stock in hand
which was all lost. The firm have an insurance of $30,000 placed with Sterling Dow in
the London, Liverpool and Globe, the Niagara and Queen. Mr. Deering stated last
night that he hoped this amount would cover
the firm’s loss, but could not state definitely
whether it would or not.
J. S. Winslow & Co. had an insurance of
$2,000 with William Allen, Jr., in the
Guardian of London, and were also insured
in the agency of Dow, Coffin & Libby.
The building was insured with Pal mer &
Anderson.
Fire on Middle Street.
At about half past one o’clock this morning Mr. Seeley, the hackman, was returning
home, and as he passed down Middle street
discovered flames in the furniture store of
Deane Brothers & Sawyer. He immediately
raised a cry of fire, but it was some time before the engines, still at the scene of the fire
on Central Wharf, were able to reach the
spot. When at length tne steamers were in
position and the hose laid, the fire, which
was burning freely on every side when discovered, had gained a terrific headway. The
building was full of inflammable material,
the upper story containing a work room
filled with paints and oils,and dense volumes
of suffocating smoke poured from the windows.
The fresh wind fanned the flames, and the
ladders to
men were soon forced from the
the street below. Sheets of flame were leaping across the street, endangering the buildings upon the opposite side, and the solid
brick wall above the low wooden buildings
on the corner of Exchange street was smoking, while the flames sprang from the windows upon that side of the building. The
adjoining streets were as light as day and the
heat soon became intense.
About half an hour from the sounding of
the alarm, the wall at the rear was seen to

immediately the whole northof the building fell with a crash

perity.

beneath.
A report went quickly througli the crowd
that three firemen were buried beneath the
fallen wall, but our reporters learned the
report was happily false. The meu had a
narrow escape, however, from being buried

Shortly after this the remaining part of
the wall fell through the roof of the stores of
Edgar E. McKenney and M. S. Fisher, and
the stores were immediately ablaze. Streams
were directed to the front of the buildings
across the way and they were saved from firo
although scorched and blackened. Three
large plate glass windows in the store of
Marrett, Bailey & Co., were broken by the
heat.

Until three o'clock the front wall of the
building remained in place, the mass
it sending
of burning timbers behind
of flame through the windows.
sheets
At this hour, the wall, with the exception
of a few feet adjoining the Casco Bank
block, fell into the street, from above the
first story. This gave the firemen a chance,
and they soon had the flames under control.
At the rear of the burning block a number
of streams were playing upon the fire, and
the men stationed on the roof of the low adjacent buildings could throw the water where
most needed.
Towards Exchange street the fire had not
extended beyond the two upper scores in the
wooden block.
The brick building which was burned was
a substantial structure, owned by Norton,
Chapman & Co. Deane Brothers & Sawyer
occupied the entire building. Mr. David
Deane stated that the stock on hand was

worth about $18,000 or $19,000, on which he
thought there was an insurance of some
$15,000 or $16,000.
The one story wooden building on the corner of Exchange and Middle streets is owned by the Fox heirs. The two stores adjoining the burned building were destroyed, the
remaining portion of the building being uninjured. The upper store was unoccupied.
M. S. Fisher, who occupied the next lost his
hats and caps. The
entire stock of
other occupants of the building did not suffer.
The Casco Bank block was not injured.
Windows in the rear of the Kossini block
were broken but the block escaped serious
damage.
The firemen had a hard night of it and
their success in confining the fire as they did
is

worthy of praise.
The fire is supposed to have
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Allen’s Comer Sunday School numbers 70
There were SSI raised the past year, and
there are 300 books in the library. The 18th anniversary was observed Sunday.
At the regular session of Torsey Temple held
Wednesday evening, Jan. 27th. The following
were elected as officers for the ensuing quarter:
C. T.—Charlie Knight.
V. T.—Mabel Reed.
Secretary—Jennie Bryant.

frequently quoted, speak highly
piece and the manner in which it is
brought out, It is modeled in some respects
on tlie “Black Crook,” but for the most part,
is original in design, with brilliant costumes
as we

have

of the

and scenic effects, The company is said to
be a good one and the ballet large and led by
two excellent danseuses. The peacock and
horse ballets are called reniardably fine.
notes.

There will be a grand concert given by
Kotzschmar, the State street choir and other

well known talent at Chestnut church February llth. Tickets are for sale at Stockbridge’s and Turner Bros.
The chaining opera the “Rose of Castile”
will be given at City Hall, in the Stockbridge
course, Wednesday evening next, by the
large and talented Boston Opera Company,
and “Martha” will be presented a week from
tonight, out of course.
At the entertainment given at Williston
church last evening the selections were all
very fine and nicely rendered, especially the
guitar solos by N. Ray Marston.
Jacob W. Thoman, a noted actor, died on
Tuesday night at the Forrest Home, Philadelphia. lie played with the elder Booth
ana with nearly all the prominent actors of
ms time,

tie

was

11 years

out

ana nau

oeen

living at the Ilome for the past eight years.
His death was due principally to old age.
Mr. James O’Neifl’s tour with his famous
“Monte Cristo” through the South has proved most successful. Next week he will visit
New England, and will open in Boston on
Saturday night, the 6th prox. The company
is said to be a strong one.

“Resolved that the Steam Engine is of more
to the world than the Printing Press”
proved very interesting and was finally decided in favor of “The Art Preservative.”
The readings and declamations of members
provided an entertaining programme which
well received.
The following officers were elected for the

was

eusuing year:
President—(ex-officiol A. W. Little, rector of

the parish.
Vice President—Arthur W. Manning.

Secretary—Everett Scully.
Treasurer—George Wilkinson.
Next.week the president will deliver
ure on Astronomy before the society.

lect-

List of Patents.

The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors for the week ending Jan.
26, 1886:
Henry R. Butterfield, Waterville, machine
for forming pails from paper pulp.
Francis B. Torrey, Bath, journal and bearing.
Charles C. Springer, assignor to American
Sulphite Pulp Company, Portland, pulp di-

gester

for paper making.
Peter A. Coupal, Boston, Mass., and C. D.
Wood, Lincoln, R. I., assignors to Boot and
Shoe Sole Laying Company, Portland, sole

laying machine.

Italian

SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCARAPl'A.
A party of the friends and neighbors of Mr. D.
S. Graffam, numbering upwards of one hundred
and fifty persons, assembled at his house, situated
on the road between Gorham and Saccarappa
villages, Tuesday evening. By previous arrangement the company gathered at the House of
Willis Bickford, near by, and marched in ajbody
to Mr. IGraifam’s home, and gave his family a
grand surprise. The object of the visit was to
unite In celebratlngjMr. and Mrs. Graffam's 15tli
anniversary wedding day, and help in making the

day and poor the next, my eyes showed evi-

dence of Jaundice, and I had a tired, uncomfortable feeling; I bought one bottle of Brown’s Sarsa-

parilla. It regulated my liver and bowels

Tho following shows the progress made by
the .-Etna Life Insurance Company the
past year in its several departments:
1162
A gain in membership of.
A gain in market values of.$
G7,316.67
A gain in interest receipts of.
130,830.18
156,052.27
Again in Premiums receipts of.
A gain in income of.
286,882.45
A gain insurplus of.
212,758.30
A gain in assets of.
791,031.79
A gain in new business of. 2,965,300.00
A gain in amount of insurance of... 3,128,652.00
MARRIACES.

Cousins, Elmer S. Cotton of Gorham and Miss
Mary T. Clement of Westbrook.
In Cumberland Mills, Jan. 28, by ltev. E. M.
Cousins, J. C. Fremont Libby of Portland and
Miss Margaret D. Wells of Clarido, Ohio.
In Hollis, Jail. 23. by T. J. Carle, Esq., Fred P.
Wakefield and Miss Minnie A. Newcomb, both of
Hollis.
In Turner. Jan. 21, William P. Bailey and Miss
Abbie R. Merrill.
In Baileyvilie, (Wintlirop) Jan. 9. Geo S. Sleeper of Baileyville and Miss Lottie D. Wingate of
Manchester.

DEATHS.

Suffering

Of

Detail. .(

FIRST-CLASS salesman to represent a wellestablished house to the drug trade, either
exclusively or in eonnectiou with some other line.
Address F. O. Box 1488, N. Y. City.

jan29<l3t

our

an

surviving

Cumberland.)
On this twentieth day of January, 1886,
land, personally appeared John Bennett,

der tiie same firm name.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

by C.

aprl

100 Doses One Dollar

d&wlynrm

SALE

Price,

the market.

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

1848.

IN

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

|T8

RECORD IS

Death losses

paid,

Endowments paid.
Surrendered policies,

Dividends,

alsorelieveDisfrom Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsl-
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$723,200.00

Massachuby the New

FLORIDA.

MUTUAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in its

orange, lemon, lime, flg and guava grove,
wltli sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month In the vear), In the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.
Five Acres of good Land net to choicest
Fruit and fenced foi $400!
Fii-e Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
tilizers, set to fruit and fenced for *600 to *800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from *2,000 to *4.000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, *176 per year! Business can never be “overdone,” as Florida has no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.
Houses Built for $400 to $1200,
can be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
An

POLICIES ARE

CLAIMS, WITHOUT

IT DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs

are com-

plete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or

any number of days.

rviiiwuo

Ijl plans, and its
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premium

nil

appiuvcu
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and

Adjusted
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
and issued
are ssecial features of this
none

by

company

other.

church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for Invalids.'
Board from $4.50 to 97 per week and upwards.
Now or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
Scarce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.

ADVANTAGES* of this Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

THE

Cail or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

circular

SIIMKINSON,

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,
marl

Portland, NIaine.

N.

eodtf

PRINTERS’

971*2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

tended to.

uovlleodtf

Cause* aml.Cure, by one who
MrilLNN was deaf twenty-eight years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
day with no benefit. Cured himself in three
months, and since then hundreds of others by same
process. A plain, simple and successful home
treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128 Iiast.2flth

DFU’Iil'W'*®

St, Kew York City.

novUSM&Wl2w

E.

find

certain relief for it by

a

us-

BROWN’S
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to

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
31 Exchange St,

Agents,

Our Grand

The last of this week we shall
advertise our Grand Semi-Annual Remnant Sale and Red
Figure Day which will occur
Fnll particulars
next week.
given in large advertisement.

AT

FEBRUARY 2d.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

PORTLAND.

A Fresh Stock Now

Opening,

THURSTONS,
SOJLE AGENT,

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
janl2

Tuning

to

Order.

20 ets
714e

•

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

No proposal will be entertained at a price exceeding 106 and accrued interest.
The right is reserved to reject any and all offers.

DESCRIPTION OF BONDS.
Maine Central Railroad Company 6 per cent.
10-20 bonds dated January 31, 1886. Interest
payable Feb. 1st and Aug. 1st.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY, Trustee.
by If. Butler, Secretary.

1an23___d8t

ASHTON’S

Factory-Filled Salt.

STREET.

BOYD

dtf

MISS WOLHAUPTER’S SCHOOL
For Young Ladies and Children.
Spring term will begin Monday, Feb. 1st.
A new class in Italian will be formed under
the tuition of Mrs. Cavazza. During the month of
February, four lectures will be given by Miss
Sallie S. Crocker. Subject: Modern French Painters.
For particulars apply to
janl8eod2w

MIAS WOLHAl'PTGB)
No. 148 Mpring Hi.

instructed in

stenography
thoroughly
and type-writing in the briefest time consisPUPILS
with each
tent with

A large and very choice assortment
of Hamburgs just opened at
low prices.

thoroughness: speed gained

Lessons given dav and evening.
MISS A. L. SAW YJK.IC,

lpsson.

637 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dec29

Consumption
TURNER- BROS., Conquered !
Reduced from $1.50 to $1.00.

488 & 490

Congress

St.

janl 9___

You are
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Cordially Invited to Visit

WHEN THE DOCTORS COULD
DO NO MORE.

CHAS. A. CABRERA, 32 Hawley Street,

Boston, Mass., writes:

NEW BRANCH

Photograph Studio,
478 1-2

Congress St..

Opp.

Preble House.

This new and beautiful Studio has just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

MR. J. M.

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
large experience in all branches of the Art.
dec2

AIM:—To Please.

eotitf

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER BUILDING,

“One year ago I was apparently so far
gone with Consumption that my life
seemed only a question of days rather
With my faith in the
than months.
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,
with no apparent benefit. Finally, as a
last resorLl was induced to try Dr. R. C.
Flower’s Lung Cordial. The very first
dose gave me relief, and with the first
bottle I took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly say to-day that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other known remedy. A bottle of it is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the first symptom of a
cough or cold I fly to it for the relief it
never fails to give.”

DR. FLOWER’S LUNG
CORDIAL is without question the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
It eradicates the
discovered.
germ of CONSUMPTION AS NO
EVER
REMEDY HAS
REEN
KNOWN TO DO. It stands with]
out a rival for COUGHS, COLDS,
RRONCHITIS.
ASTHMA,
and

CONSUMPTION.
Price $1.00 per bottle. A copy
of Dr. Flower’s Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accompanies each bottle.

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

470 CONGRESS ST

boston,

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOUSE.

mass.

^

d6m

novl2

HOOLAY!

FOR DAIRY USE.

Me Want Evlybody to Come Sec

SAM LEE,

564

Congress

Street.

HAVEE GOOD TLIME ALLEE SAM EE!

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS
il4Va Exchange St.. Portland. oct20eodtap20

WOOD FOR SALE!
Hard wood from Bobbins, only $6 per
cord delivered. This wood is all prepared ready for use. Also a good stock of

DRY BIRCH EDGINGS AND SLABS,
and a full assortment of all kinds of
wood. Wood sawed and split by steam
power. Orders Solicited.

C.

W.

Sam is Prepared to do Ail
Kindsof Washingat Very
Reasonable Rates.
Takee Fiend and come
Chinaman’s New Year.

ton St. and Danforth and Clark Sts.
TEEEPHONE ««».

SLEIGHS.
EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

at Reasonable Pnces

and a good

Business

Sleigh for $85.00, That Can't

Be Beat!

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

91 Preble St.,
dectdtf

cor.

Lincoln St.,

POBTI.AAP.ME,

eedlm

PRIDE”
LADIES, try “PARLOR
.nil
will
STOVE ENAMEL,

IS THE BEST.

Ask Your Groeer for it. Take No Other.
deed

Sam Lee, Feb. 3,
jan25dlw

I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

TIIEIIlIiOA

AGENTS,

see

YORK, €. JE. WHITSEY,

Offices—60 Commercial St., 6 Washing-

CONANT, PATRICK & CO. Table and Dairy Salt
PORTLAN^Jli.

HOOLAY!

CHIHAMAK’S NEW YEAR FER. 3.

jan27

229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

COLCORD,

NT.

Portland ScHool of Stenography.

piece.

HAMBURGS.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

No. 298 Commercial Street.

—

d3t

dtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

OF

THE

ure.

UNEQUALLED

STOOLS AND COVERS.

uowon-

ART LESSONS.

BY

IN

caisluiu

cmcr

jan24_

the terms of an Indenture between the
Maine Central Railroad Company and the
Portland Trust Company, executed January 5,
1886, the undersigned will receive, till February
1,1886, sealed proposals for the sale of a sufficient number of the hereinafter described bonds to
absorb the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,OOO) paid to said Company as a Sinking Fund aceording to the terms of the above named inden-

chicTering

can

Begin* .Monday, Feb. 1*«.
Circulars may be obtained at Kindergarten, 148
Spring Street.
janl8 _eodtd

7

Proposals for Bonds.

Special PianoNotice!

uiey

MRS. CARTER'S KINDERGARTEN

J.

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.

We will show a greater
variety of New Silks and
sell them cheaper than
they were ever sold.
Look for advertisement.

jan28

Will begin the second term of the school year,
Feb. 1,1886. Special attention is given to the
An adcommon and higher English branches.
vanced class in €'oiiipo»iiio«i will be formed for
Botta’a
in
formed
will
be
hard work. Classes
Universal Literature, and In tbc History of
the English Language. The class In Art
nistory will begin tile History of Sculpture;
the class in Rending will take up analytically
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, and the Iliad.
Special students are received Into any of these
classes and Into existing classes In General
History, Botany, French and Gorman.
Children under twelve years of age will not be ad-

Also in Academic Drawing from casts, still
life.
life, and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grundmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick. Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. Davis, Esq.,
Ntudio, 34
andMr. J. T. Stubbs, Portland.
First National Bank Building. jail2ei>dlm«

75 ets.

or

—

MB. A. E. MOOBE will takea limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions given in Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from

—

Plain Velvets,

AND

School for Yooiig Ladies aud Misses,
No. 96 Park Street,

eodly-lstor4thpcF

$2.00
$4.00 Brocade Velvets, colors,
“
$1.00
$2.00 Brocade Plushes, “

a

COMMENCE

511 Congress Street.

—

—

of

SILK SALE
TUESDAY,

Parlor Classes

THE SECOND TERM

VELVETS.

dec22dtf_

WILL

MRS. CASWELL’S

MRS. CASWELL will be at home to business callers daily from one to three o’clock p. m.
jan 10d2w

TURNER BROS

REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

Rev. L. H. Hallock, C2 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu-

I

EDUCATIONAL.

milieu unless

ARA WARREN,

bottles for $5.00.

Proprietor, Banger, Me.

Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
S. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton St.. Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St,, Dorchester,

lars, apply

Nails;

FEATHER TRIMMINGS

Profitable and Safe Investments.

policy-holders.

PAYS DEATH

Congress Street.

514

oct21_dtf

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of

IT$400,000.00 according

—

Job Printer

can

“

by the yard

ASSETS ARE $6,322,while its liabilities are only $5,-

HARKS,

!«.

*6.00 PER DOZ.

PRESENT

ITS001.67,

922,376.30.

Friday and Saturday, Jan. 29th and 30th

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
4$3 Congress Street.

I know

as

READEK!—If you have any trouble with your

kidneys you

10-4 Lockwood,
4-4 Fruit of Loom,

company’s

SAEE.""

at prices mneh less than cost. Great
be offered, for cash only,
bargains willnamed
on the above
days.

than

BLEACHED COTTONS.

SHOWING
Policy-holders
millions of dolTwenty-one
lars, equal to
DOLHUNDRED THOUSAND
SIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the

93

MEN’S UNDERWEAR

to-day better

be good.”

mv27

to

PAYMENT

TBS_Pain

We shall dose out many odd lots of

it to

will be for

4,208,602.74

.....

ness, Bad Taste in the
“l*>**W. Month, Coated Tongue,
Id the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bow■BWHM
lels and prevent Constilation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take.
July oneinill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail forSl.OO,

SPECIAL.

am

I recommend Brown's

5,592,112.84

■

ANNOUN EMENT !

rARTF^Ql™^1^5
UrNllS L|\m They

bottle, and

Sarsaparilla above all medicines I have

3,140,251.96

RINES

ZL

one

$7,892,511.71

■

money.

SICK HEADACHE

1st, 1885,

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our (,'LIIB RATES, by which famines with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting % number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICES for tlieir
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QCAEITTT of auch Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but In all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FIRST-CLASS in »verysense, and SATISFACTION CtCARANTEED.
For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

E. B. & B.

BROS.

prices

PANELS

COMPANY,

New Kid Gloves

_<13t

took

I have been for years.

CABINETS $5,50 PER DOZ.

THE

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
dec7
M&Fnrmly

We have just received a new lot
of Ladies’ Embroidered Back Kid
Gloves in 5 button length, all sizes
from 5 3-4 up, chiefly in Tan
Shades, which we shall sell at 69
cents per pair. This is the best
Glove we ever offered for the

arilla,

SPECIALS

ITS

_

the testimonials, bought some of Brown’s Sarsap-

$1.00;

On and after November

INCONTESTABLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

_

“I read some of

Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all Druggists for

lstor4thpeodtf

t Patent Churn ; a Cases
I Chain Pump ; I Woven Wire
1 Spring Bed; I Cmm Whiting,
3 Barrels Ore; 30 Barrels Wat Weal.
J. F. LISCOMB, faen. Agt.
1an27d4t
F. O. BAILEY Si CO., Auctioneers.
2 Kegs
Bottles 5

Waitress;

L. O.

claimed.

POLICY

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
or afflicted with
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
HEB MAJESTY’S FAVOEITE COSMETIC CLYCEEINE.
Used by Her Royal Highness thelPrineess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions, Chapping.Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

all out of fix this Spring,” said Mr.

was

.-cg-Your money refunded if it does not do al

is plain and
ITSdefinite in all itsCONTRACT
terms, and no chance

Sherry.”

and

to his notice,

ever came

Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me.

at PortMaster

50 cents.

a. m.

or

SARSAPARILLA

misconception.

pharmaceutical

mer-

freely recommends it to his friends.

WANTED—A

our

dealings

«LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
It is in no sense of the word a potent
cure all*.
remedy. I urn thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
product,but also worthy
legitimate
of the high commendations it has received in all
essence of Beef,
contains
parts of the world. It
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

of the most prominent

CO’S

PACKET

STEAM

AT
freight shed.Franklln Wharf. Portland, Me.,
SATURDAY, Jan. 30, at 10 o’clock

Mr. Cobb has consulted good phy-

Complaint that

er

Brack-

George
ett street owned and now occupied by
Mllliken; the house is convenient and pleasant,
heating apparatus and drainage excellent. Possession given Feb. 1st. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Va Exchange St.__29-1
first-class vamper at A. F.
29-1
COX & SON’S, Union St.

AUCTION.
on

un-

friends

RENT—The two story

OR

brick house and frame stable No. 88
FOR
Mr.

UNION
THE
tuality, is the
with its

PROF. CHS.UIDWIG VON SEEGER,

our

jan28_d3t

Sarsaparilla. He says it is the best thing for Liv-

of

York standard.

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University,•
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iran
Crown ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of

Thanking

of Str. Franconia, and made oath that the above
statement by him signed is true, before me,
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.

setts

■

of

for their liberal patronage in the past, we solicit a
continuance of the same for the future.
SAMUEL FOGG.
GRENVILLE M. DONIIAM.
Portland, Jan. 28,188G.jan29eod2w

Three Little Maids

Hood’s

the Arm
the

undersigned,
partners
of Hoyt, Fogg & Douliam, will continue
THE
business at the old stand No. 193 Middle St.,

The steamer Franconia of the Portland and New
York line makes weekly trips between the above
named ports the year round. Capt. Bennett, the
commander, has followed the sea for many years,
and enjoys the highest respect of all who know
him both as a skilful navigator and a man whose
Integrity is beyond question. Remakes the following voluntary statement of an experience during a recent passage.
“On my last trip from New York to Portland
one of my men sent for me after being sick thirty
hours. I feared he had a fatal case of dyphtherla.
His throat was inflamed and covered with white
patches. He could hardly breathe, and to get
breath he vomited bloody matter. I commenced
using Baker’s Great American Specific, and after
using two bottles he was entirely cured and at
work about the ship. Had not the Specific been on
board ready for use I don't think he could have
rt.
lived till the vessel reached
[ BENNETT,
JO
Master Steamer Franconia.
I
State of Maine.

Lounges,
W. Chairs. Hair and Wool Mattresses, Pillows,
Feather Beds, Sliver Plated Ware, Pictures.
Crockery, Decorated Tea and Toilet Sets, Woven
Wire Spring Beds, Lambrevuins, Cook Stoves,
Carpets, Kitchen Furniture and Utensils, &c., also 1 2d-hand Piano and 1 2d-hand Melodeon.
F.O. BAILEY Si CO., Auctioneers.

assistance until he began the use of Brown’s

“I

NOTICE.

Bleak flbaM in Winter.

County

»o

at

PORTLAND

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little

A

Sea.

at

Thrilling Experience

a

OF

menced to heal, and hi a week it was allliealed up.
Jessie F. llolbeare, Pascoag, R. I., had no appetite or strength, and felt tired all the time. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla restored her appetite and strength.

one

Black

inst.,
Salesroom,
Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets, Hat
SATURDAY,
Tree,
Mirror, Extension Tables and B.

UNCLAIME FREIGHT

Co.,

enobscot

chants of Bangor, has suffered from liver trouble
for two years.

In this

Bright, fresh and charming, say they owe their
good health and clear complexions to Hood’s Sar
saparilla. Everyone may have good health by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which cures scrofula,
salt rheum, dyspepsia, biliousness, rheumatism,
catarrh, kidney and liver complaints, and all diseases caused or promoted by impure blood or low
If you feel tired and all
state of the system.
worn out, Hood’s Sarsaparilla will renew your
strength, and vitalize and enrich your blood.
The little daughter of Mrs. Charles Brewster,
Buffalo, N. Y., suffered greatly with sties on her
eyes. Hood’s Sarsaparilla completely cured her.
Miss Carrie Ware, Milford, N. H., had a sore
come in her ear, which spread over her neck and
In two days after she
both sides of her face.
began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla the sore com-

Treas.

WANTED.

BY AUCTION.

My general health

Hon. B. B. Thomas,

Mb. E. Cobb,

All Druggists.
jau29

city, Jan. 28, Clara E.', wife of Janies H.
Collins, aged 32 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
Ill this city, Jau. 28, Mrs. Ida Florence Williams, wife of Clias. L. Williams, aged 38 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Bath, Jan. 26, S. Lizzie, wife of Hiram R.
Pattee, aged 27 years C months.
In Gardiner, Jan. 22, Sarali M., relict of the
late Janies Steward,aged 84 years 10 months.
In Farmingdale, Jan. 20, Isabella V.. wife of
Capt. Abraham Rich, aged 39 years.
In Gardiner, Jan. 22, Sarah B., wife of Henry
Merrill, aged 65 years 7 months.
In Biddeford, Jau. 26. Phillip L. Pellcrin, aged
35 years.
In Biddeford, Jau. 17, Mrs. Rosa Smith, aged
33 years.
In Benton. N. H.. Jau. 26, Elra P. Cowen.
In Sanford, Jau. 3. Mrs. Louisa Allen, widow of
the late Samuel Allen.

that

so

Bangor, Me.

A TERRIBLE TALE

C. ». ALLEN
dtf

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, &CM

I owe it all to the use of Brown’s

^lt

Jan29

1885.

Summary of the Report.

Art.

The last lecture in Mr. Sidney Liciinion'S
course will be given in City Hal! this evening on “Italian Art.” This will probably be
the most richly illustrated and most interesting lecture of a very interesting course.
There are good’.seats still left atStockbridge’s
which should be secured today.

good

Sarsaparilla.

CARTER MEDICINE CO,, Prop'rs, New York.

a

habitual constipation; my appetite would be

their action is as good as ever.

Sons of St. Paul.

use

with

one

& CO.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
O. BAILEY.
marl4

E.

30th

“I had a severe case of Liver Complaint

is now good.

F. S.—Gertie Stoddard.
Treasurer—Alice Batclielder.
Marshal—Fredie Kniglit.
I. G.—Willard Marston.
O. G.—Ernest Cole.
P. C. T.—Gardle Marston.
Interesting remarks were made by Mrs. E. U.
Berry and Mrs. E. W. Knight. After the close of
the session the children were kindly Invited by
Mrs. E. W. Kniglit to partako of a treat in the
shape of corn halls and apples. It was a happy
occasion and mueh enjoyed by ail present.

]an2ri

At the meeting of the Sons of St. Paul
Wednesday evening in the chapel of St.
Paul’s church, the debate on the question,

Complaint.

Chaplain—Willie Knight.

Honor, <&c.t <£c., says:

devil’s auction.
Tonight the ’‘Devil’s Auction,” a great
spectacle, under C. H. Yale, manager, will
appear at Portland Theatre. The exchanges

60 dozen Ladies’ Black All Wool Hose,
Merino Heels and Toes, extra long and full
These
finished seams, at 28 cts. per pair.
are the goods advertised for yesterday’s
sale but owing to the storm we shall continue it to-day.__

pupils.

in

out.

that accompany it, are all indications of Liver

water.

nrwl

have spread through the building by means
of the shaft.
At the hour of going to press, the fire was
confined to the ruins of the brick block, and

tion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite,
SallowComplexion, Constipation and all the ills

20tli.

Jan.

Friday,

Indiges-

organs of the human system. Jaundice,

o7BAILEY

Anetioneers and Commission Merchants

Secretes the bile and is one of the most important

SPECIAL ONE DAY’S SALE,

PEERING.

THE/ETNA’S CAINS IN

F.

YOUR LIVER

town meeting held Wednesday,J. S. Rickey
Andrew Hawes, E. S. Ridlon, G. M. Nelson, J. J.
Frye, Messrs. Hutchinson and Hoegg were appointed a committee to report at the March meeting the estimated cost of the Introduction of

Sebago

auction hales.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AJDVEBTISEMEIVTH.
_

At a

sway out, and

erly corner
through the roof of the low wooden block

NEW

house warmlug a joyful occasion. After exchanging pleasant greetings, F. M. Kay, Esq., of Baccarappa, In behalf of tho company, presented the
heads of the family with an elegant parlor and
toilet set. Mr. Bay’s words fully expressed the
feelings and wishes of the friends he represented.
The response from the recipient were full of tender emotion. A bountiful collation was served,
and the hour passed pleasantly with music and
social converse. Mr. Willis Bickford and Foster
Smith, with the valuable assistance of the ladies,
were the leading spirits in inaugurating the surprise, and presentation to Mr. Graffain, who is
muoh respected as a citizen and neighbor. By Industry and fair dealing lie has secured for himself
and family a comfortable home, and the hearts of
his numerous friends rejoice with him in ills pros-

dam

you

iw

other Polish. Polish your Stoves and
Ranges twice a year,the top once a week an I
you will have them beautifully enameled:
an ornament to any room. Ask your grocer
or stove dealer for It. Circular^ chrom
and price list sent on receipt of H> rent,.
PAH I.on I* HI HE VI PH. III.,
ti5 FULTON S’r., BOSTON, 41ASS.

®
jiUll

no

>
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